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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in Israel, has

taken a deep-dive into the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), and in this

interview she shares the details of what she’s Snding.

VAERS, despite Taws and drawbacks, is one of the greatest tools we have to evaluate vaccine

safety. It was implemented as a consequence of the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act.

While vaccine companies were given blanket immunity against liability for adverse reactions under

this law, VAERS was created to collect injury reports in a centralized database so that the post-

marketing safety of childhood vaccines could be monitored.

The system was actually launched in 1990, so we have three decades’ worth of data to compare

trends against. Granted, vaccine injuries are notoriously underreported. Investigations have found

only 10%  to as little as 1%  of injuries are reported.

When it comes to the COVID jab speciScally, calculations  by Steve Kirsch, executive director of the

COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, suggest injuries are underreported by a factor of 41. But despite

that and other shortcomings, VAERS can still provide valuable information about a given vaccine.

Rose is a computational biologist with postdoc degrees in molecular biology and biochemistry.

While a native Canadian, she did her postgraduate training in Israel, where she still lives. When her

dream of surSng in Australia were dashed due to the COVID-19 outbreak, she decided to start

writing code for statistics and graphics, and as the pandemic wore on, she applied those

programming skills to the VAERS database.

No, People Are Not Filing Fake Reports

A common attempt to explain away the VAERS data by so-called fact checkers is to say that it’s

unreliable because anyone can Sle a report. This is pure hogwash. Yes, anyone can Sle a report, but

there are penalties for Sling a false report, and the Sling is time-consuming and exacting. We can

be quite certain there’s no over-reporting going on.

It takes on average 30 minutes to Sll out a report, and the system is set up in such a way that you

cannot save anything until you get to the very end. Even worse, each page will time out after an

allotted period of time, forcing you to start from the beginning if you take too long to Sll in the

details.

“This probably frustrates enough people that they don't start again,” Rose says. Indeed, the

cumbersomeness of the website itself has often been cited as a reason for why doctors don’t

report adverse events. Doctors don’t have the time to do it, and most patients don’t know they can

Sle on their own. As noted by Rose:

“[VAERS] is probably one of the best adverse event data collection systems in the world,

but it's completely lamentable. It’s antiquated ... Nonetheless ... it's a way to detect safety

signals that weren't detected during premarket testing or clinical trials.

And it is functioning that way, because there are many, many safety signals [about the

COVID jabs] being thrown out by the data. For example, everyone's heard of myocarditis ...

which is one of the safety signals being thrown off in VAERS. And so, we've learned that it

happens in young people, more so in boys.”

One explanation for this gender discrepancy has to do with androgens. Testosterone has been

shown to facilitate entry of the spike protein into cells by activating a speciSc enzyme. This could

help explain why men, who have higher testosterone levels, are getting myocarditis at much higher

rates than women.

Most Lethal ‘Vaccines’ in Medical History

Rose continues:

“I implore everybody to do this ... [VAERS] is very accessible. Just go to their website and

download the CSV Oles. You can play with it in Excel, or use whatever is compatible with

the CSV Ole. The OpenVAERS system is even easier to use.

There are three separate Oles that you can download for the domestic data set, which

includes the individual's data, the symptoms or adverse events that they reported (and it

can be up to 15 different types), and the injection data ...

You can merge them so that, as per [each] VAERS ID, you have a lot more information ...

That's what I did. All you have to do is count the number of adverse events that have

occurred in 2021. In the context of the COVID-19 products, exclude all the other vaccines to

isolate the signal, and compare the number of adverse events to the total number of

adverse events reported in every single year going back 30 years.

There's absolutely zero comparison. The average number of adverse event reports for the

past 10 years is ~39,000, and that includes the adverse event report data for all of the

vaccines combined. There are a lot of them ...

So we're looking at about 39,000 total adverse events per year [on average for all vaccines],

as opposed to 675,942 [adverse events post COVID jab] in the domestic dataset alone

[Editor’s note: Please note that all data are as of the day of the interview and have not been

updated prior to publication]. And this does not include the underreporting factor ...

We see the same trend when we isolate standalone adverse events like death. There are

over 10,000 [post COVID jab] deaths reported now in the domestic dataset alone, not

including the underreporting factor, and in the previous 10 years, the average was 155

deaths for the entire year for all the products combined. This is over 6,000% increase in

reporting for deaths.

So, the question I've been posing to the FDA, the CDC and whoever wants to listen to me is,

‘What's the cut-off number?’ Because you kind of think of death as being the worst

outcome in terms of adverse events in the context of a vaccine or a biological product.

I think there are worse things than death personally. But most people think death is pretty

bad. So that's why I always talk about death in this context. What's the cut-off number

here? How many people have to die in order for these products to be deemed unsafe? So

that's basically all you have to do in VAERS. I mean, you can stop there. You don't have to

look at anything else. But there's so much more.”

Can Causation Be Established?

While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

outrageously deny that a single death can be attributed to the COVID jabs, it’s simply impossible to

discount 19,532 deaths  (8,986 in the U.S. territories alone ) reported as of November 26, 2021. As

noted by Rose:

“It's not even statistically plausible to say that not one death out of 10,000 was caused [by

the shot]. It’s not scientiOc to say that ... Those people, not 100% of them would have died

anyway? That's not how life works.”

The FDA and CDC are also ignoring standard data analyses that can shed light on causation. It’s

known as the Bradford Hill criteria — a set of 10 criteria that need to be satisSed in order to show

strong evidence of causal relationship. One of the most important of these criteria is temporality,

because one thing has to come before the other, and the shorter the duration between two events,

the higher the likelihood of a causative effect.

“So, when you're talking about percentages of people who died within 24 hours of one of

these jabs, let's say you're talking 50%,” Rose says. “That's kind of suspicious to me. [Yet]

they completely deny the causal effect. It’s just because of coincidence?”

There’s also a strong safety signal for female reproductive issues. Preliminary post-marketing data

showed women who got the jab in the Srst 20 weeks of pregnancy had a miscarriage rate of 82%.

PSzer's own data, which Rose analyzed, showed a miscarriage rate of 69% when given during the

Srst 20 weeks. Yet no one is warning pregnant women away from these injections: Quite the

contrary — women are being universally lied to.

How to Assess Underreporting

As mentioned, Kirsch has calculated an underreporting factor for post COVID jab events of 41,

which is likely quite conservative. Rose’s calculation is even more conservative than that. She

explains:

“Steve [Kirsch] and I are good friends. We've been working very closely on all of this stuff

for a long time. His underreporting factor is 41. He estimated that based on a peer-

reviewed publication that estimated anaphylaxis numbers, so he used anaphylaxis as a

proxy for death.

What that means is that when you hear us say these numbers, you have to multiply them by

41, if you want to go with Steve's estimate, or 31, in the case of mine. Mine is the most

conservative estimate. I took POzer's Phase 3 clinical trial data that they presented to the

FDA.

There were over 18,000 participants in the drug group and the placebo groups, and there

were a certain percentage of individuals in each arm that succumbed to a severe adverse

event, which includes death, hospitalization, visit to the ER, a life threatening adverse event,

disability or birth defect.

So, 0.7% of people in the drug arm succumbed to a severe adverse event according to their

data. I used that rate, and multiplied it by the number of people who had been injected with

one shot of POzer on a certain date, August 10, and that number becomes your expected

number of people that would succumb to a severe adverse event based on their data.

So, you take that number and divide it by the number of reports of severe adverse events,

and you get a multiplication factor, an underreporting factor. When you use that base

dataset, the POzer Phase 3 clinical trial data, you get 31. Ronald Kostoff has also published

a paper in Toxicology Reports, and his estimate is 100, I believe.

So, whenever you're talking about the underreporting factor, I think you should talk about it

in terms of a range, because each adverse event is going to have their own [underreporting

factor] ...

I think if people actually knew the reality of what was going on, they would decide very

quickly, right now, never to go near these things. This isn't hearsay. It's not conjecture. The

clinical trials are garbage, and there's no safety data. I'm not just saying this — it's very

relective in all of these adverse event data collection systems all over the world.

They're all saying the same thing, the Yellow Card [system in the U.K.], the U.S. [VAERS],

Australia’s [system ]. They're all saying the same thing. As an example, myocarditis and

young boys. You know, it's not something that you can ignore. There's a reason why this is

happening. It's because the [shots] are not safe.”

What Are VAERS IDs and Why Are They Missing?

VAERS IDs are the numbers assigned to individual report entries. Aside from underreporting,

another oddity that strongly suggests the data are worse than we think is that VAERS IDs are going

missing. In other words, case reports are being deleted from the system after they’ve been put in.

Rose investigated this after seeing videos saying hundreds, perhaps thousands, of people had their

reports deleted.

So, she set out to either conSrm or deny whether reports were going missing each week, as data

sets are updated weekly. She’s been downloading all the data sets since January 2021, which put

her in the unique position of being able to compare the different sets, because when the data set is

updated, the old data is overwritten.

“ They went through this horrifying experience,
which no human should be going through, and then
they got disappeared. I don't even know what the
word for that is. It's appalling. ~ Jessica Rose”

Now, there are valid reasons for deleting a VAERS ID. One reason would be if both the doctor and

the patient Sle a report. The two reports then need to be combined, and the ID number of one of the

duplicated reports is erased. However, what Rose found is that reports are indeed being deleted

that shouldn’t be. She explains:

“The way I was determining if entries, if their IDs, were disappearing was by Onding out

which VAERS IDs didn't show up in the next update, because you would assume that every

single ID that got into the system would stay in the system. And so, the next update would

have that data set and a little more, but that's not how it works.

There are removals every single week, and they're not explained. There's no explanation for

these. So, the Orst thing I did when I found this — and it was over 1,000 [missing IDs] — was

to check if a high proportion of these deleted reports were deaths. It wasn't anything overly

suspicious, something like 18%.

Then I checked severe adverse events, then I checked children, because this is a big one

that's happening now. A lot of babies are going missing in VAERS, and they shouldn't be

there [since the COVID shots aren’t being given to babies yet], which is probably why they're

being removed.

So, there wasn't anything overtly suspicious about the nature of the [missing] IDs. But that's

not even the point. These are people who trusted in these products, and listened to people

who are telling them they are safe and effective. They were healthy. They went out and got

the shots.

Some of them suffered an adverse event, some of them died. These reports got Oled to

VAERS, and then they got removed. That's atrocious. I'm not speculating here, either. This is

what is happening. They went through this horrifying experience, which no human should

be going through, and then they got disappeared. I don't even know what the word for that

is. It's appalling.”

Data on Children Are Being Deleted

Rose has also delved into the VAERS data for children. Disturbingly, there are apparently thousands,

likely tens of thousands of instances if you factor in underreporting, where the jabs have been given

to children that were too young to receive the shot at the time they got it.

At the time she looked into this, there were approximately 5,570 reports with a metric code

indicating that the product was given to a patient of inappropriate age. In fact, it was the most

frequently occurring adverse event type among young children.

“So, there were so-called medical professionals injecting children without conOrming their

age,” she says, “and then those children suffered adverse reactions in the thousands. And

this doesn't include the underreporting factor. Some of them died. In the 5- to-11 age group,

two of them died. One was 11, one was 13, and the timeframe between the death and the

injection in one of the kids was Ove days, in the other it was one day.

So, this was in close temporal proximity. The part that's even more disturbing than that is

that ... something like 60 children had died between the ages of zero and 18, and 38% of

those children were under 2. [The next week] that percentage went down to 30%. I'm like,

wait now, that was late last week. What happened to them?

There are these enormous inconsistencies in the data. Here’s another one. I have about 100

different Oles that contain algorithms that run code for speciOc things, like I have a kid's

Ole, a cancer Ole, a prion disease Ole. So, I run them all with the updated data.

Myocarditis is one of them. And there was this big chunk of data for the 50- to 75-year-olds

pertaining to myocarditis reports last week, and this week, it's one-half. It’s staggeringly

obvious that something's very different in the data. The absolute number of reports went

up, but it seems to have shifted somehow.

There could be a plausible explanation. But the fact is there's no reference at all as to how

this data is being shifted around. There's no record. So, we as the public, have no idea

what's actually going on. All we can say with absolute certainty is that something is going

on.”

Myocarditis Report Pulled From Publication

Together with Dr. Peter McCullough, Rose recently wrote and submitted a paper  on myocarditis

cases in VAERS following the COVID jabs to the journal Current Problems in Cardiology. Everything

was set for publication when, suddenly, the journal changed its mind and took it down. You can :nd

the pre-proof on Rose’s website. The data clearly show that myocarditis is inversely correlated to

age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.

“Most of the reporting in VAERS was in young boys, aged 15. There was a sixfold

difference in reporting following dose one and two, which indicates dose response and/or

causal effect. The rate for myocarditis in 12- to 15-year-olds is 19 times above background

reporting for the United States, so there's a lot of stuff in that paper that was really

important,” Rose says.

“There are many other papers coming out now that are 100% supporting what we found. It’s

not debatable. They [pulled] this paper Ove days before that FDA meeting for the 5- to 11-

year-olds, and I don’t think that was a coincidence, because it would have informed people

as to the potential risk of myocarditis in young people. So, of course, they don't want that,

because they already bought 30 million doses for the 5- to 11-year-olds.”

Latent Infections Reactivated

Another common side effect of the jabs is the reactivation of latent infections such as herpes

infections and shingles. Rose explains:

“There are a bunch of papers that have come out that lend some ideas as to why this is

happening,” Rose says. “One makes the claim that CD8+ T cell populations are becoming

compromised. In the acquired branch of the immune system, you have immune cell

populations called CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells.

Everyone's heard of HIV/AIDS. So, the idea there is that you have a virus that preferentially

infects CD4+ T cells, which are the generals of the immune system. They kind of coordinate

all the other cells to do their jobs. If you have a depletion in this type of cell, then the rest of

the immune system kind of collapses, because they don't have their general telling them

what to do.

The CD8+ T cells are the killer cells. These cells are in charge of killing virally infected cells,

so they’re very important in the context of a viral infection. One of these studies showed

that in people post injection, the gene proOles were very different for CD positive T cells.

If we're talking about going beyond immune dysregulation, if we're talking about immune

dysfunction, if we're talking about certain immune cells being depleted, that could be a

possible reason why you're seeing a reemergence of a latent viral species, possibly. We're

also seeing cancer resurgences.

Another paper that came out shows that there might be problems in the realm of double-

stranded DNA repair. There are two enzymes (BRCA and 53BP1) that have been reported to

be impaired that are very important in repairing double stranded DNA breaks, and if you

have an impairment of essential proteins that are meant to repair double stranded DNA

breaks, you have serious problems.

One of those problems is proliferation of cells. So, whenever you get a certain type of

exposure to a virus, say a cold or a lu virus, and it gets the better of you so your acquired

immune system kicks in, you get these swollen glands. That is actual populations of T cells

proliferating.

If you have stunted proliferative capacities, or if you have an impairment of that process,

you don't have an immune system if it happens in T cell and B cell populations ...

So, in addition to the hyperinlammation that the spike protein seems to be inducing all

over the body, there's this immune function impairment. That's really scary to me. [It’s

something] we need to investigate and absolutely another reason why these rollouts should

stop right now.”

More Information

To learn more, be sure to peruse Rose’s website, Jessica’s World. There, you’ll Snd links to videos in

which she summarizes her various Sndings, and a weekly graphic update of the latest VAERS data

for death, female reproductive issues, breakthrough COVID infections, cardiovascular events and

immunological events.

Another excellent resource is OpenVAERS, which summarizes the most pertinent VAERS data for

you on a weekly basis. If you click on the COVID Vaccine Adverse Event Reports, there’s a sliding

bar at the top of the page where you can select to view data either for the U.S. territories only, or all

VAERS reports, which includes international reports.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Snally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere else.

After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view any

missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion of

proceeds going towards our health partners who are helping in the Sght to protect our freedom of

speech and take control of your health.
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The world population needs to be afraid, very afraid, not of the Tu-like Sars-Cov-2 but of the psychopathic mass murderers who are

running the show; the puppet masters behind the scenes.  Monsters like Bill and Melinda Gates, Anthony Fauci, Klaus Schwab, Neil

Fergusson, Albert Bourla, and many more. And that fear should transmute into outrage and anger, so that these killers are bought to

justice.  And soon!
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And you can rely on the mounting anger in those of us surviving who have lost much-loved friends and relatives towards the

perpetrators  of this murderous, proSt-based  'treatment'.
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Stephjask Yes these murder monsters need to be brought to justice, but will they? In the UK for reporting adverse events there is

the Yellow Card which most people have never heard of it. The masses here in Scotland are desperate for their booster I kid you

not. My 86 yo sister got her booster and Tu the same day - she collapsed that day and couldn't walk couldn't talk & was in bed for 4

days. Was that reported to the Yellow card - NO!   A 70 yo man had the booster and Tu and the same day was breathless and felt ill

for a week and is still not right. No yellow card report either. His wife had the booster and Tu and 3 weeks later she was in hospital

with blood clots in her lungs low oxygen levels - no report either.  The doctors in the hospital also said it was nothing to do with the

vaccines, but of course it was. The problem is none of these people think it had anything to do with these "vaccines" They will get

the next boosters "to be safe" they deSnitely are in a state of psychosis.
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Absolutely true Stephjask.  This is a global agenda of mass murder, depopulation and totalitarianism.  The corruption goes all the

way to the top to leaders of nations.   They are either totally brainwashed,  frightened, or compensated for their acceptance of

these murderous schemes.  THERE IS NO EXCUSE for their actions regardless.   All are complicit in this genocide of global

proportions.
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What the VAERS Data Tell Us About COVID Jab Safety
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is among the best adverse event data collection systems in the world, but it's

antiquated and ditcult to use. Still, it’s a good way to detect safety signals that weren't detected during premarket testing or clinical trials

*

There are unmistakable, unprecedented safety signals in VAERS for the COVID shots. While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention claim no deaths can be attributed to the COVID jabs, it’s impossible to discount 8,986 deaths in

the U.S. territories alone, reported as of November 26, 2021

*

The estimated underreporting factor for COVID jab injuries in VAERS is between 31 and 100, so the actual death toll in the U.S. could be

anywhere from 278,500 to 898,600

*

There’s a strong safety signal for female reproductive issues and for heart inTammation (myocarditis) in young men and boys. VAERS data

show an inverse relationship between myocarditis and age, with youths being more frequently affected than older men

*

VAERS data are being deleted without explanation. Each week, about 100 or so reports are routinely deleted, so there are now thousands of

inexplicably missing reports

*
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the so called plane... but of course, the herd swallowed the nonsense hook line and sinker just as they are now. Didn't notice that

3/4 of a kilometer of towers disintegrated leaving a few metres of rubble and dust.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Lemmings are only afraid of what the bought and paid for corporate media tells them to be afraid of! They have no

comprehension whatsoever!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

None of this ends until real accountability happens otherwise we are simply blah blah blahing day after day, month after month and

year after year. To think "our" we the people money as of today 12-19-21 is still paying Fauci's highest paid Government job as a

servant of "we the people pretty much makes my point. There is zero accountability. We all know what REAL accountability for

someone like Fauci IS knowing what he is responsible for the past 40 years, yet more likely than not he simply fades away into a

cushy pension and great side gigs with big Pharma and replaced with another person we pay who does not work for us. Zero

Accountability! Until IT changes nothing does
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Fletch...I know of two people personally who lived in a high rise apartment complex which had full view of what happened on

911. These two are two of my closest friends who know what they saw and witnessed and are quite sane individuals. There are

1000's and 1000's of people who witnessed the planes Ty into the buildings I imagine in a similar way in such a densely populated

city. Are you saying their eyes deceived them and it was an illusion? They watched as one plane approached and were able to

watch in horror all the way until collision with buildings.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BigTetch, I used to work in Jersey City in an otce with a panoramic view of downtown Manhattan. I, personally, know people

(trusted coworkers) who worked there in 2001 who witnessed the Srst plane ploughing into the WTC. They were wondering why

the plane was Tying so low and to their disbelief it crashed into the building. Shortly after they were sent home and they did not

witness the second plane crash. So at least for the Srst crash I know it happened with what appeared to be a real airplane.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And don't forget the puppet master at the top, Jacob Rothschild. "WORLD MANAGEMENT REQUIRES A MATERIAL LEVELLING AND

DEPOPULATION."
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think Big Fletch is speaking of the Pentagon - which was totally a missile...  I don't think the twin towers were the most secure

buildings in history.  My sweet little town lost a lot of $$ in the 9/11 event - great sums of money were left behind by very very

wealthy people from long ago - and this one place in particular lost everything when the towers were hit.  I wonder how much

money in trusts turned to dust under the guise of 9/11. Hmmmm...  In this case, I am only aware because I overheard a rather

intense discussion and my ears perked up.  Funny how that happens LOL ... I don't normally ease drop, but as soon as I heard 9/11,

I wanted to know more!   Wow!  Convenient.  Wonder who got that money?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Without holding these orchestrators to account why would anyone think these crimes against humanity end? All we see and hear is

talk talk talk and blah blah blah by those who could fact DO something about this. So very infuriating to see the GOP and pundits

on the right always spewing breaking new, selling books and hutng and putng, but in the end "no one" of substance is held to

REAL account. These are known individuals too and the worst part is it's "our" tax payer "we the people monies" paying these

mongers to perpetrate crimes against us. I mean WTF! do something already!
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cyberbarb
Joined On 9/12/2017 9:31:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband is having side effects from the jab and we tried to submit the online form 5 times and it keeps coming up with an error and

we are unable to submit it.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good lord! Somebody clearly has a lot to hide!  We are so sorry to hear about your husband's suffering and how his efforts to report

it are being blockaded. Good lord, once again!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Dr. Rose mentions, the severe time constraints on data entry by the user on Vaers has discouraged a LOT of victims from

entering their cases. Try copying the data separately to your congressional reps, and your local health dept in your state. They all

have email addresses
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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...doesn't surprise me in the least!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Zelenko mentioned the "scrubbing" of VAERS entries months ago - so this has been seen and noted  - the question must then become -

if this has been noted months ago where is the outrage?? - why does ZOMBIE CULTURE go along with this patent farce?? - are we to just

stand in the slaughterhouse queue with its smell of DEATH Slling our nostrils and wait for our turn to get the CHOP - ZOMBIE CULTURE is

on a suicide mission while the SNAKE plays his Sddle of endless instructions and orders which reTect his personal fantasies for the end

of the human experiment
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley, isn't it the same for Dr. McCullough testifying before the Texas state senate?  Come on guys, where is the outrage?  Where

is the outrage to Dr. Ardis talking about Remdesivir deaths - why is Falsie still at the helm?   If people don't start waking up, we're

screwed.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stanley, have not yet Snished watching/listening to this Joe Rogan interview of Dr McCullough: "Full VIRAL Rogan Dr.

McCullough Interview - Banned - Hard-to-Find" - www.bitchute.com/.../tuBnHEkuKCsv   - (goes deep about 25 minutes in, links to

yesterday's Chris Martensen's PeakProsperity interview w Dr. Mattias Desmet.)
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its been said that the cdc is only reporting 1% adverse reaction Vax data for injury and death. There is a massive coverup by the FDA,

CDC, and others meant to mislead the masses on the safety of the Vax.
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great interview and love 

💗

 Dr. Jessica Rose.  She comes through as clear as a bell.  Thank you both for this meaningful contribution to

understanding this “situation”.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

* "How many people have to die in order for these products to be deemed unsafe?" *  This is what we got from a system built by a family

of enormous inTuence with little to no real consequences. A family of honest to God Snake Oil Salesmen, liars, cheats and thieves

propped up for over a century by those who could actually do something but instead chose to bow down, kiss their ***'$ & deliver their

whims.

Now we have another liar, cheat & thief, Pimp & Whore for Pharma & $$$, Fauci, who says follow the science. How can accurate decisions

be made when what he calls science is not even science at all? It is manipulated, distorted self serving Bull Spit while necessary data

does not exist because it isn't allowed, the studies were set up not to include all that is needed, if something gets through giving results

not wanted is pulled out, & on & on. While not having a personal research lab the Gut says vaccines are a direct, dirty leaky gut deposit

causing many autoimmune disorders. The Jab/s are more insidious. They appear to be rewriting directly the immune systems at a

genetic level to cause more & worse autoimmune disorders.

People who have been here right along follow science and have seen time & again how the corrupt system just pushes data wherever it

wants for the most part & has attacked some of the most intelligent, useful data or products. Things as simple as healthy foods grown in

healthy soil, vit C, D3, the need for minerals, Folks here see the new lies so well because we have been on the front lines addressing the

many old lies it seems forever. Take heart. This has become so extreme, so ham handed most likely because so many had become too

aware for their liking. If possible, those who know how would accomplish much if they can isolate and pass on yesterdays vid clips.

Those practices described also explain the dirty business of Divide & Conquer to Rule of manipulating a fraction of the population to be

bogged down into ridiculous Red Blue camps.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First thing - QUIT WEARING THEIR EFFED UP MASKS!!! And then QUIT LISTENING TO CROOKED MARXIST GOVERNOR'S LIKE JAY

INSLEE of Washington state who has to be the largest taxing and spending ENVIRO-CRIMINAL out there. In fact the Srst thing

when freeing America is the arrest and conviction of the 3 left coast Marxist Governor's, Newsom of California, Brown of Oregon

and Inslee of Washington state and replace them  with Conservatives who more love and appreciate their country instead of trying

to do everything in the power to destroy it. THESE PEOPLE GOT TO GO!!!! The News Is Fake and The War Is Real...really!!
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librophile
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:04:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of my Comments at the bottom of many of Dr Mercola's articles last year was: NOTHING will change unless the hypnotic

television changes.  And the co-owned newspapers and magazines and radio stations. But I have generally given up that effort

because the wonderful Commenters that I see all the time -- Guillermou, stanleybecker, mirandola, Randyfast, otis101, rrealrose,

juststeve -- did not take up the chorus and sing along. There continue to be "controlled opposition" messages, and one of the big

ones last year was that an "announcement" would be made in January 2021 or a station would lose its FCC license.  When that

didn't happen....
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now Fauci has vowed not to leave until the pandemic ends?  IT'S NEVER GOING TO END!  Not at this rate.  And how does Fauci

have the authority to say that?  What if we KICK HIM OUT?!!
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six3560
Joined On 10/9/2015 12:05:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, make sure Jessica Rose' downloaded VAERS date is also held by multiple individuals.  If she is the only one who has reliably

downloaded these date every week, she is vulnerable to having it conSscated or worse.  Even though this VAERS information has been

publicly updated every week, she might be the only one who has every week's report for 2021.  You, more than most controversial

individuals, know how much pressure can be brought to bear.  She might be at risk, as well as her date analysis.
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Might, there is no doubt. I was listening to R K Jr this morning and wanted or wished I could tell him to get on a nebulizer. His voice

 sounded like a ‘Srst warning’ sign of health. All speakers need to be ‘never alone’!
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are multiple people keeping track of VAERS lost persons
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GhSnn—RFKjr has spasmodic dysphonia, a disorder that causes muscle spasms in the vocal chords.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, ghSnn~   Here is some information about Spasmodic Dysphonia

www.ibtimes.com/rfk-jr-voice-spasmodic-dysphonia-neurological-disorder..
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Ruth2000
Joined On 8/21/2012 4:53:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The answer to the question as to why they don't stop it is because it's doing exactly what they want (killing people) - for proSt.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well to a great extent they are 'caught in a trap' with no squeaky clean way out. The Sgures are way too large.
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

State Senator Doug Ericksen of Washington led the Sght against vax mandates. Now they're saying he died of covid. What lies! Have they

no shame?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just went online and read this, the NY Post seems to be hinting, without coming out and saying it, that your suspicions are right.

nypost.com/2021/12/18/washington-state-sen-doug-ericksen-dead-after-co..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can get all that information, but can't get information if he was jabbed or not?  Early on, a lot of people I know of got jabbed

only once and said hail no to the second.  I wonder if they put him on Remdesivir in the hospital?  It took 3 weeks to kill our friend

with it.  First week on Remdes, 2nd week got sepsis, 3rd week liver shut down, then kidneys.   That treatment will always be evil to

me - evil as Fauci because he knows how hard it is on the body.  HE KNOWS!
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, shame is a human trait. I was never much into the ancient scriptures that write about d evil and good (god); but living it now,

these identities have taken on new meaning and vision.
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truth Is They have "NO GUILT".
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget; for the past 2 years, colds and Tues have just "up and disappeared"!
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GhSnn, these events showed me in no uncertain terms that not only the perpetrators but the large portion of the so called “victims”

are not human either. Human beings are hard to Snd, not a lot of them. If most “people” were human what is happening right now

cannot happen. The world is full of degenerated subhuman entities.
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katein
Joined On 4/12/2012 7:16:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Death of Wash Sen Erickson — JFK revisited. Researcher, Dr. Andreas Noak — I heard same fate. agenda roadblock removal.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ghFinn, RFK, Jr., has spasmodic dysphonia and that is why he sounds unusual.  All the intellectually bankrupt journalists have used it for

another going nowhere story.  Once, in an interview, he said that quite a few years ago now he was very ill and his doctor recommended

an injection of something and that afterwards his voice changed to what he has to deal with now.  I'm grateful to him for being a light in

the darkness.  He's a great guy. If I lost a child to a vaccine I wouldn't be quiet about it, even if I made a mistake in authorizing it.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good news - Fauci has now VOWED not to leave until he 'sees this thing through' .. you know, because 35 years later, he's done so good

with AIDS and AZT, not to mention his beloved Remdesivir - the kill cocktail.  I don't know about you, but the folks at the NIAID are looking

pretty stupid for keeping him on!
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This past week there were huge anti-mandate protests in Vienna, Barcelona, Paris, Stockholm and Sidney.  Tens of thousands of people

were out peacefully protesting the anti-democratic, unlawful mandates, yet not a peep about it on the anti-Democracy Mainline Media.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

You just renamed mainstream media for me!  Thank you for that!  ADMM!   ... and not a dang peep.  They are doing a great job at
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censoring!  Bastards!
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Crime against humanity.
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Pfft, I was at a birthday last night and this lady was very outspoken (instead of me for once!) about VAERS reporting being SO much less

than actuality!   I didn't ask where she got the number "over 400k dead" in just our country alone - but I had to chime in that one of my

friends deals with new clients all day long, every day now for at least a year and a half - and deSnitely is seeing a huge uptick in death and

disability this year 2021 vs last year.  That's in my county alone - there's no way what they're reporting is real.  What we need are funeral

homes speaking out.  I haven't gone in any personally, will they talk to you about what they're seeing?  Maybe if we go in for some

information on funeral expenses and start asking a few questions?
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But honestly, the way they escalated positive covid test numbers, and death numbers, and even down to paying hospitals for the

positive test (stupidest thing I've ever heard the government doing - wait, not the stupidest, but close) ... but, magically VAERS is

totally escalated and needs to be carved back?  The only reason they would do this is to be able to keep saying SAFE AND

EFFECTIVE.  The whole medical industry has run amok!
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Dr Mercola, please take note! Great comment about interviewing funeral home directors re the truth. The VAERS statistics and the

multiplication thereof, may only be the tip of the iceberg. Are we perhaps looking at only a partial picture when looking at VAERS

statistics alone? Consider that the California Bar Association's website states that to  hasten death is legally considered murder,

and what the implications are with regard to longrange effects from the COVID vax's.
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lovestosing6 Hi, I assume that you've seen this, (Funeral Director John O'Looney Blows The Whistle on COVID) but maybe  some

have not: www.bitchute.com/.../wETpipPbKUgj
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The target is 7,200,000,000; but I will wager 2 of the larger players, 2 languages I do not speak, will try to play back the mortality in

their country in hopes of having an upper hand in New World Chaos. I read Japan snapped out of the coma. As dad said “Believe

half of what you see and even less of what you hear”. Observation: People I know who were Srst in line, have had nada symptoms.

So I place them into the obedient sheeple that are selected to maybe be preserved. Their central DB is so the correct lot # can be

given to the correct target.  For those speaking of preparedness, the 2 other main players are moving their mil it ary inTuence

closer so  www.campingsurvival.com/.../potassium-iodate-tablets   Potassium & Iodine, not sure if it has to be a formulation as

per this offering; but if the atmosphere becomes full of x ray material, this will help you survive. Yep, the eorld is still Tat.
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Thank you Bee - he's saying some very important things in this - talk about an agenda!   Holy moly.
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A funeral director from the UK, by the name of John Looney, has been speaking out for several months, about what he has been

seeing.  He recently made an updated video which may be found on Bitchute.  His observations are very disturbing.
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Right.  The answer lies in all cause data, such as the UK data that shows over double the death rate for the vaccinated (presumably

15 or more days prior), and the Swedish data that shows a tripling of the usual death rate within 14 days of the jabs.  Add those

Sgures together, multiply by the norm, and I would expect it's quite a horriSc toll.
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I have seen very few videos from funeral homes on YouTube, reporting, many threats to them. Many are worried about losing

business. What about the coroners who do autopsy tests. Bet they are fearing for their lives and jobs too
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Another UK funeral director by the name of Wesley reports increased numbers of deaths in babies and in the 30-40 year old age

group since the so called “vaccinations” began in January 2021. Compared with previous years about ten times the number of

newborns are dying. “Anybody and and everybody who died when the pandemic started was marked as COVID on their death

certiScates but that’s not happening since the vaccine was introduced.” SOURCE: Brighteon November 4, 2021
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otis101
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German autopsies of more than 40 who died within 2 weeks of getting the jab.  30 to 40 % of deaths caused by vax.

alethonews.com/2021/09/29/german-chief-pathologist-sounds-alarm-on-fat..   He has expressed alarm at his Sndings.
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skupe59
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Did you the video with the woman asking a CVS pharmacist for data on the shots?  Here's a link about it:

 citizenfreepress.com/breaking/cvs-customer-has-vaccine-gotcha-moment-o..   The data sheet is totally BLANK.  The pharmacist

was unaware or so he said of this until he saw it in his face.
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Skupe - oh my word!   I still wish I knew what it's called when, in pharmacological studies, they do that test to see if both sides

meet for safety and etcacy - it's called something like 'the A test.'   The pharmacist I was talking to said a big NO to this shot

because of this test not being met for safety standards.    But the pharma scientist (retired, but contracts work so has access to

the portals - says the FDA should have never approved it.  

The safety studies just aren't there.)   ... he and his wife tested positive for covid, though.  She said it's like a mild Tu so far.  They

are treating it with both hydroxy and ivermectin and zpack ... I'm watching closely because they are older.  In my girlfriend, that

treatment made it go away by the next day.  For these two, today will be day three.  But as of yesterday, she said they were only

mildly under the weather.   Dr. McCullough wins again with his, "treat it early and treat it right" therapies that Dr. Falsie wants

ignored.   Sorry Falsie, America is catching on to your great deception!
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What about funeral parlor statistics, then you would just need to deduct the usual death rates.
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It is clear that the VAERS System is a bureaucraric construct which has no useful design features to track health, safety, nor effectiveness

of vaccines.
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What is the otcial reporting system?
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jarhed73 - there is no otcial reporting system. VAERS is a claims system designed to pay or refuse to pay claims, however their

rules clearly state that payment for a claim does not validate the claim.
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On GBNews yesterday, in the UK,  Neil Oliver interviewed Dr R.W. Malone.  The Srst time I have seen anyone allowed to speak against the

psychopathic control-freak jab narrative for nearly two years.  Let us hope it is not the last time: twitter.com/.../1472314863640850433  

There is also legal action being taken against the UK Medicines Regulator Chiefs, accusing them of an appalling failure to do their job.

 Long legal document but worth reading to the end: pjhlaw.co.uk/.../letterMHRA.pdf  

Contributors to the site probably know that PSzer (a decidedly criminal organization) have signed secret contracts with Govt's across the

world.  What is in those contracts may never be known for over half a century - and we are supposed to live in a democracy.

tSglobalnews.com/2021/11/19/fda-took-108-days-to-approve-pSzer-vacci..   Well is it said that "If the Government knows all about you -

that is Tyranny.  If you know all about your Government - that is democracy!" There is also more and more deeply concerning revelations

about heart problems caused by the jabs: www.ahajournals.org/.../circ.144.suppl_1.10712
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Thank you so much for the links, Newlands. I will send the legal case Sle to friends whose children are facing the same dilemma.

Some big names included in it to testify against the misinformation and criminality of the MHRA which as you may know is partly

funded by Gates. £250,000 not a bad haul for the CEO of MHRA, June Raine,  to collect for not doing her job.  We have discussed

the ahajournals  article previously.  I like your quote about democracy vs tyranny - so true and worse now than ever with so called

“smart” technology aka spyware.
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Thank you Cabochon.  There are some great people involved in the legal case brought by PJHLaw against the MHRA. Let us wish it

God Speed for success.  Just seen this wonderfully eloquent and impactful talk by "The Coast Guy" Neil Oliver on GBNews.  The

best eight minute talk I have seen on British Media for nearly two years:    twitter.com/.../1472498866318712839
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Beware the clowns.  It’s all an act.  Human rights abuses by Adolf Johnson and co-conspirators are being prepared in parliament in the

UK in the form of draconian legislation to prevent on pain of arrest, the right to peaceful protest as well as extended stop and search

police powers to detain law abiding citizens and named individuals from carrying information or distributing information on line.  Valid

citizenship and passports may be withdrawn at a whim of this (supposedly bumbling) dictator. Please, if you live in the UK, join Amnesty

International to prevent this latest affront to our freedom and right of protest.  https://youtu.be/eOSpKymVbDY

 ~ www.amnesty.org.uk/actions/uk-government-stop-assault-our-freedoms/tha..
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On the note of the release of variants, I believe that despite having had Covid-19 November 2019 onwards, long Covid, I have recently

also contracted Omicron here in the UK. Being UV (unvaccinated) it wasn't too bad, just huge fatigue and weird chills for about a week or

do. A lot less than 8 months in bed! I hope it will give me even more natural immunity.
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I see that UK idiots SAGE are estimating up to 6000 deaths a day from the mild Omicron.  I had comments deactivated at The

Independent today for quoting South African doctors on the lack of Omicron deaths there over the past year.
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Pipblanc  I hope you have recovered well and do have improved natural immunity.  Apparently there is a book on Amazon named

Understanding Omicron Variant -  Copyright 2020 by Dr Theresa Bishop - so looking at the copyright date is that a planned varient?

Everything seems to just be lies and more lies.
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#chuxtuff and all that think that forced vaccinations is a ‘nah’, I am not so doubtful. My prediction is you will see this cropping up in all

blue states to 1) get the holdouts to leave the state and 2) to put down those who remain in the state. Why? To insure that what happened

in VA does not repeat itself in their blue state. Individual resistance is futile when they show up at your door with an outnumbering force.

it is nothing more than an attempt to retain control of our government. Being as they have the backing of so many corrupt agencies it will

remain the way it is. Unless SCOTUS steps in and stops this ASAP, we are lost.

My great# uncle Anthony fought in the American Revolution and I would do the same today, even at my age. As we sit and do nothing

physically, more and more slips away. If I knew where the recruiter was located, I’d be there before dinner. PS The best time for any attack

strategy is when the opposing force is relaxing, celebrating and just ready Sr a blindside. Russia & China are positioning themselves

closer to us and the current administration has sold out to them long ago. So for your own sake, keep 1 eye open while you enjoy the

family. Remember, our top military personnel called snd warned them we might strike, no we were not; but for a military commander to do

that is outright TREASON. 1

👁

 open
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As more & more jabbed folks are getting CV-19, this thing is falling apart quicker than a cheap suit
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The Ministry of Information is very busy right now. There is too much at stake. It is critical that the plan continue without interruption. All

efforts to halt the Program will be countered and made null and void. That is just the way it works when billions of dollars are on the line

and the ability to create a permanent slave class to support the technocracy has manifested itself at last. As stated, this is war, but unlike

WWII, the billions of casualties have already had the bullet pass through them, they just do not know that they are actually dead yet. In

that sense Stanley is quite correct about the zombie culture... The world that we knew 2 years ago is gone forever. All we believed to be

true were all lies. The people we thought were our friends and allies were actually the ones seeking our destruction. We will rise from the

ashes of this Holocaust, but those who remain will be forever altered, and the world that emerges will be nothing like what has passed

away.
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Don't you mean the Ministry of Disinformation?
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We need to Sx the language that our bureaucracies are using against us.  COVID jab safety is corporate, bureaucratic, not individual. The

important reality of COVID jabs is "RISK", not safety. There is not a "strong safety signal" there is a strong RISK signal. We have solid

techniques to measure risk, we need to put them to use and make personal choices. We study risk in two dimensions, probability and

severity. Risks are calculated as a percentage by measuring the probability of an event - on a scale of 1 to 10 and the severity of the event

on a scale of 1 to 10 and multiplying the two numbers to produce a percentage risk. We can use this model for every RISK (marketed as

"side effects") of the COVID jab.

Probability of death with 60 days? Less than 1 percent, on a scale of 1 to ten, perhaps 0.0001? Severity of death? 10. Risk percentage

calculation: 0.0001 * 10 = 0.001 percent. Sounds not bad, but give me a choice and I won't take it. When we look at other risks,

myocarditis, blood clots, allergic reactions, the list goes on and on, we need to study the RISKS, not the "safety" of each one of them, and

add them all together to get a risk proSle for the JAB.

Typically, when we study risk, we do so to prepare plans to avoid the risk and to deal with the consequences. Avoiding the jab avoids the

risk.  When we calculate risks we can also calculate the risk of COVID. Probability of getting COVID eventually? Probably 5 of 10 or higher.

Probability of death - is dependent on the individual. For children, it's something like 0.000000000001. Multiplied by the severity of death

hardly makes any difference. The risk of the jab is a thousand times. Avoiding the vaccine is the most effective technique to minimize

this risk. COVID safety, on the other hand, is individual. Every individual can make themselves safer from COVID, can reduce their

personal risks, by improving their healthiness. Our bureaucrats are not interested.
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We all know that Israel is one of the most vaxed countries on the face of the earth.  Now they have detected Turona (the FU variant? ).  I

guess the Greek alphabet has already been exhausted… May I suggest that the vaxines are not working?  The tests seem pretty

worthless, too.  Why is anyone even concerned about a symptomless disease? The good news, about these latent variants, is that, in

most cases, they are not life-threatening.  Further, the occurrence of these weakened variations may indicate that the synthetic virus is

unstable and is burning itself out.  That is what usually happens in the case of most pandemics, even when they result from natural

causes.  

Rarely do they become more virulent. As for the jab, the best that can be claimed about it is that it prevents the symptoms of mild

disease.  It is not mild disease that concerns most people.  We all know how to cope with the occasional Tu or common cold.  We do not

all run to a testing center at the Srst sneeze. OPTIMIZING serum levels of vitamin D, zinc, etc., is still more effective than any vaxine.  Not

only for covid, but for many kinds of respiratory illnesses—and improving general health.

I have more concern about those who have spoken out against the standard narrative, been hospitalized, and have what some people

claim to be the symptoms of radiation poisoning… but diagnosed as covid.  It seems an easy way to remove them from the public square.

It may be possible that all mention of covid disappears by the end of 2023.  Then, what will replace it to usher those who doubt into

submission?  Will there even be a pretense of a crisis? I become more cynical daily. And this excellent letter:

www.eastonspectator.com/2021/12/31/rcmp-member-sent-on-unpaid-leave-wr..
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Hi Almond, this may be redundant as many people are already aware of it... The cabal uses Predictive Programming (for example,

Event 201) and if past is prolog, they have another pandemic planned beginning in 2025.  See the John Hoplins scenario for

2025-2028 at www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/Center-projects/completed-pro..  and the SPARS pandemic document is

at  jhsphcenterforhealthsecurity.s3.amazonaws.com/spars-pandemic-scenario...
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tswearon2... Thanks for providing the links. Hey, folks, take a look at these from tswearin2 (below).
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Jessica Rose, Ph.D. I for one would like to thank you for all you have been doing for our Creator in getting the info out in a way that can be

understood. May Hashem bless us all soon for the Achilles heel of this evil.
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"How many people have to die in order for these products to be deemed a hazard? And why are the FDA and CDC ignoring standard data

analysis (known as the Bradford Hill criteria) that can shed light on causation?" One must drop the rather naïve idea that the Central Bank

Clan is accomplishing all this evil "accidently". As for ignoring data? They don't ignore it, they HIDE it. Why do any of you think they

surreptitiously gained control of ALL MEDIA? All sovereign currency?

Evil and suffering don't blossom by benign "accident". This kind of treachery only exists through generation to generation

nurturing/planning.. This horror is the culmination of under the radar planning, period. But because the west, (this sty speciScally),

continues to attribute it to "ignorance" or "accident" rather than facing up to the treachery and visceral hatred of mankind by that Central

Bank Clan, they are not only able to continue it but EXPAND it as well.

Whom, other than the dual world power, (U.S. & U.K.), could use their own culture's money and lives to force that Central Bank scam on

every nation, (save three), on this planet for their "owners"? Finally what other nations but those same 2 could cultivate

arrogance/stupidity/"political correctness" to such a pure degree that those victims not only FINANCE their own slavery, (and all those

smaller nations destroyed by that dual world power), but actually put the perpetrators on a pedestal and WORSHIP them!  

RT, July 30 [1] [1a]: “The CDC has released a study backing up its decision to recommend indoor masking for both vaccinated and
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RT, July 30 [1] [1a]: “The CDC has released a study backing up its decision to recommend indoor masking for both vaccinated and

unvaccinated Americans. The study examined one outbreak and found three-quarters of people testing positive were vaccinated.”  Entire

article here; blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-a..   John 8:44 "You are from your father the

Devil, and you wish to do the desires of your father. That one was a murderer when he began,..."
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know that Pharma is going to say that more lives are saved then lost to adverse effects of the jab.  However if you use iver*ectin and

other safe products you can achieve the same results with no adverse deaths.  This is another reason Bill Gates has hired people to

demonize iver*mectin.  See FLCCC report   odysee.com/@FrontlineCovid19CriticalCareAlliance:c/FLCCC-WEBINAR-12152..
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By the way BicycleBoy, MMS is far superior to Ivermectin !!!!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just checked VAERS data on 12/17 and the latest number is well over 20,000 deaths, not the 8,986 listed in the "story at a glance".  Using

the latest numbers and the 41X value mentioned by Dr. Rose, we have a death toll from the covid jabs of just over 830,000 and an adverse

reaction total of just under 40 million.  More info here - secularheretic.substack.com/p/covidjab-solutions-remedies-antidotes
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since 1990 roughly 28,000 deaths reported to VAERS. The 20,000 you mention is from early 2021 alone. Close to 70%. How the

average sheep does not think that state is relevant is surreal. No injection in the past would have continue if even a 1000 deaths

had occurred since early 2021.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To be abundantly clear, the 20,000+ deaths is not from all jabs, it's from the covid jabs alone.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The use of the "41X value mentioned by Dr. Rose" is in close proximity to 2.2%.  Recently established via research and analyses of

the VAERS reporting system as representing the percent of total deaths reported.  2.2% X 830,000 = 18,260
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

otis - Good observation.  Another alignment can be found in how well Dr. Rose's numbers VAERS line up with the much better

vaccine record keeping system in the UK.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-jabs-update-12
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Newbones1
Joined On 9/27/2016 7:06:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Martix,  what is MMS and where do you get it?   I have googled this and can't get a clear answer.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Newbones1... MMS is Chlorine Dioxide, ClO2.  Look up Jim Humble, MMS (Master Mineral Solution).   He stumbled upon it by

chance back in 1996 I believe it was. Interesting stuff, cheap to make and down right knocks the chit outta the Rona sisters, lol!

The stuff works on many things so well that Big Pharma trembles when they hear the name.  I bet they'd even kill to keep it quiet. I

hear they've been known to do that before. Don't search on Oogle or any other main engines as they block info about this.  Use

Duckduckgo instead.  Also look up TheUniversalAntidote.com.
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent interview, thank you Dr. Mercola and Jessica Rose. Here in British Columbia Canada, we have a doctor, Dr. Charles Hoffe, who

has seen vaccine injuries in his practise in healthy patients. He decided to ask some of his patients if they were willing to do a test for

blood clots before and after the jab, and his research showed that over 50% got blood clots. He presented this to the medical Association,

and was threatened to lose his license and practice. His research lab was burned down shortly after. In this interview he shows the vaers

graph and how over the last 60 + years the injuries and deaths from vaccines were small and from 2020 on it skyrocketed. I hope more

doctors and independent researchers will do testing like this. Watch this interview here

pressfortruth.ca/wow-dr-charles-hoffe-delivers-a-dose-of-reality-you-c..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mehlinda,  thanks for this link.  Dr. Hoffe said he was Sred from his ER job after 31 years with no complaints.  Fired because he

advised a patient not to take the shot since having Covid gave them natural immunity.  Natural immunity from having had Covid

would last for at least 18 years.  When they burned his lab he lost all of his records and research work.  It's a tough row to hoe for

doctors and medical folks that don't buy into the narrative being put out by Fauci, WHO, CDC, and FDA, to name a few, to practice

medicine. I always like British Columbia having visited a friend in Vancouver, ToSno, Gabriola Island, Salt Spring Island, and

Victoria.  Great places and great people.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many (including many doctors) are going to be facing Crimes Against Humanity charges is what SHOULD happen here!!! This is the same

thing many German civilians and military otcers were executed for at the end of WWII. The Nuremburg Codes were passed and adopted

to make sure this never happens again. BUT we're going to have to see some doctors and others HANGING before many will ever believe

this crime setup. This is a SCAMDEMIC OF THE JABBED that's going to cost many of them their lives...
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The_Bro
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:22:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is among the best..." -- this opening sentence is puzzling; how can this be if

it's "antiquated and ditcult to use"? The oxymoronic nature of this statement gives me pause to  consider the veracity of COVID data

being reported worldwide.
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Jessica Rose for your very hard and good work.  It settles some things and gives straight answers when the rest of the talk

about  is totally out of line.  The dishonesty is criminal. Is this not genocide looking to depopulate the world. Plus changing human DNA is

deplorable and they aren't good enough to do that.  It is against my faith in God's pure love which started human evolution. Don't mess

with it Natural evolution.   I don't worship humans. You who do this are living in a cloud of arrogance to say there are no deaths.  Data

speaks the truth.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

VAERS data tell us far too little, and that tells us everything.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm now subscribed, at $50 annually, to Dr. Mercola's new members only site.             takecontrol.substack.com
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummmm...years ago a bullet  would solve a lot of unwanted problems.........
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leslespower.com.au
Joined On 9/28/2021 7:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Rose, it is so "comforting" to know there are hugely Professional people who can conteract the "narrative" and TELL IT LIKE

IT REALLY IS. I hoped to be able to ask a (I believe) a simple question, but I understand I may well one of Thousands. I admire you

enormously.
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didanz
Joined On 1/2/2022 2:01:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As detailed by RJK  the reason they are going after the kids is that once they have the injection on the vaccine schedule they can not be

sued, for adults also.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The VAERS form mentioned is at vaers.hhs.gov/.../index.jsp  It redirects to an error page after 20 minutes (=1200 seconds), this is the

code which does it (press Ctrl+U in the browser): meta http-equiv="refresh" content="1201; url=/esub/SessionErrorPage.jsp" It seems like

you might be able to resume Slling out the form by clicking the browser "Back" button. I suppose a justiScation could be privacy concerns,

like leaving a browser open in a public computer with sensitive information ... But it could have been done more elegantly, for example a

pop up asking after 10 minutes of inactivity "Click OK if you want to continue".
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Craig Paardekooper is a Dutch African scientist who has done phenomenal statistical research on the adverse events, the lots numbers

and the very coherent patterns the events make. IT is very clear that this is an orchestrated procedure. www.bitchute.com/search   Very

enlightening to those who think this is BS.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding VAERS reporting of unvax: EPOCH news 12/31/21:  Fauci then said that “if you look at the children who are hospitalized, many

of them are hospitalized with COVID as opposed to because of COVID,” the disease caused by the CCP (Chinese Communist Party) virus.

The above admittal by Fauci should also apply to adults and is another reason there are so many unvax reported.  This potentially can

lead to being treated for Covid thru ventilation and death.  Hospitals are run by politically motivated administrators and the mistakes that

can happen could be increasing. Add to this the people who are reported as unvax because they were admitted to the hospital within 14

days of the jab and than keep that status thru death.
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Groovacious
Joined On 12/30/2021 5:03:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I draw an amazing amount of valid information from Mercola, I must voice my disagreement with basing numbers of victims of this

unique, bizarre and mysterious jab campaign on mere conjecture.

It is not enough to say that the URF is 31 so there must be 31x as many deaths as reported. Is there a likelihood of this being true? Yes

there is - but the possibility that there are 50 x as many non-mortal AE's and just a handful more deaths than reported is also possible.

I'd clearly prefer data, not conjecture.

Is the situation beyond alarming? 110 percent yes!
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EB2021
Joined On 8/27/2021 5:03:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is among the best adverse event data collection systems in the world, but it's

antiquated and ditcult to use ..." I'm shocked! It's as if certain people aren't too keen on making 'vaccine' injuries easily reportable. After

all, the brave Dr Andrew WakeSeld proved once and for all with his docos 'Vaxxed' I & II that autism is indeed directly linked to MMR

vaccines.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In sounds just like what many have been saying - it's a DEATH shot to kill off the West.  There can be NO doubt about it.  Too  much

convenient and funny things are going on.  On what should be a clear and present danger represented not by a phony virus no one can

isolate but on an experimental shot whose data on death and illness is being under reported or deleted.
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lovingMom2013
Joined On 4/24/2013 8:11:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kill Gates, Klaus Schwab, Black Rock, PSzer, and all presidents of all countries will never be forgiven for what they have done to humanity.

In Kazakhstan, my sister died of Covid in a hospital a  year ago after receiving faulty treatment established by WHO ( tube, forced

ventilation,  stupid drugs, coma, death). Then it was forbidden to say farewell to her. She was stuffed into a plastic bag and buried

not according to Muslim tradition. It isn't a plague or an Ebola outbreak. My siblings and I, as well as her son, were forever heartbroken.

Those maSa members must be prosecuted in the future. In India, I recently saw the same picture. People suffer as a result of such

barbarous burials. Oh, dear God! Please help us!
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uffe Ravnskov, MD, PhD (https://ravnskov.nu  ) mentions in one of his Cholesterol book that the estimate that only 1% of adverse drug

events are reported was also reached in this study. I can't Snd a full-text version to verify it, but here is the metadata: H.D. Scott, S.E.

Rosenbaum et al., "Rhode Island physicians’ recognition and reporting of adverse drug reactions", 70 R.I. MED. J. 311 (1987)

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3476980
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RoBocc
Joined On 9/15/2020 12:05:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I try not to comply whenever possible. But the sheeple keep looking at me like I'm selSsh. I'm just trying to save this planet from complete

control by the globalist psychopaths. Now I know it's the sheeple who are selSsh: by complying, they forgo standing up for their rights,

and put this planet in severe risk!
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sandhill1
Joined On 12/5/2012 3:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just need to be reassured that missing entries from the VAERS US collection are not being transferred to the overseas section. If they

were I don't see why more of the death entries would be transferred. Re: Reuters Fact Check Fact Check-6,000 VAERS reports were

deleted for being foreign entries, CDC says
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katein
Joined On 4/12/2012 7:16:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fabulous J. Rose

❣

 Have xtra room in HI if wanna come surf 

🏄

. You are great. Also your guy Dr. Michael Cohen is teaching us

Americans. Hats off to you both.
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love.lettersnetzero.net
Joined On 12/19/2021 2:26:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please be sure to mention Dr. Peter Breggin MD and Ginger Breggin's book "COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are The Prey" along

side RFK Jr's book.  Both are exceptional.  A recent podcats of Dr Breggin's (with one of his great guests) can be found on Brighteon

www.brighteon.com/e6808bc9-2e6d-4a55-addc-35840f76aeaf  Well worth it!!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC expects about 15,000 people to die each week from a variant in the US this winter.  The vax must be destroying immune

systems since the variants are mild...............or the toxins in the vax are kicking in.
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jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who are naive, please read  "Be Wise as Serpents" by Fritz Springmeier. Also "Covid-19: Exposing the Lies" by Vernon Coleman, and

"Pawns in the Game" by William Guy Carr. If you can't afford them, there are pre-publication version PDFs available online.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ProSles In Courage, Dr. Tess Lawrie.   margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/proSles-in-courage-dr-tess-lawrie
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jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is nothing accidental or unforeseen about the adverse events of the shots. That is their purpose. That's why the virus, if it even

exists, was invented, to cause the fear that justiSes the shots which are a eugenics tool. Whatever evil method the Luciferian rulers

always makes huge amounts of proSts for them, in addition to the deaths and disabling that they accomplish. Look at how much money

Planned "Parenthood Prevention" makes for them, and all the drugs that require other medicines to deal with the "side effects".
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FYI: www.cdc.gov/quarantine/aboutlawsregulationsquarantineisolation.html  Everyone - look up what your state statute says regarding

prevention, control and reporting of diseases - know what they procedure is, what the requirements are, and how it would affect you if

implemented
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They keep pushing the Jab  to make sure everyone is a walking target for 5G the Known Directed Energy Weapons that will eventually FRY

 everyone that pumped up with Graphene Oxide and the other Graphene concoctions that in everyone that has been Jabbed....when you

body is saturated with GO you stand out like a christmas tree light...ZAP!!!!!!!  "And another one bites the dust""   here is a awesome

Read....for people who can still think..... <<  eatmeatheal.com/the-carnivore-code-review   and now  Dr Mercola is selling Beef Organs

too.....Good  stuff...I been buying it from Dr Paul Saladio ..more Good Stuff
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is from Dr Paul Saladino's book......and Now Dr Mercola is selling beef organs .....excellent!!!!  I been eating meat and a bit

from Dr Saladio's products....Excellent stuff  >>>>      eatmeatheal.com/the-carnivore-code-review    If you have a autoimmune

disease and about most have  this is a possible cure..........Its worked for me eczema and psoriasis and weight problem...mostly

solved :)  it takes time....as nothing is instant took me a year ..but I have had these problems since I was a teen...that was  65 years

ago More OldeMan Wisdom From MyMountain....In Beautiful British Columbia  ....In DemDar Mountains.....
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will not kill off the masses too quickly. That is a bad business plan. The newly developed and being developed mRNA

medicines are coming to treat all the new masses of sick people in the coming decades who will never link their health issues to

the injections just as has been happing for decades with other auto-immune, cancers, autism neurocognitive etc issues. Cannot
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the injections just as has been happing for decades with other auto-immune, cancers, autism neurocognitive etc issues. Cannot

kill the golden goose to quickly. Its a gold mine and pipeline of assured ongoing proSts!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed with Brodiebrock.  The whole thing needs to hinge upon plausible deniability.  They'll blame a "different strain" for which

new death jabs are needed.  But at some point the comparative survival rates of the unjabbed will be obvious.  Then we may just

be the "chosen ones".   A stranger sci-S novel could not be written.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Yeah  brodiebrock12 Money means nothing to these pack of pedos..they don't need  more $$  they have POWER over The masses.

Control!!! Money is nothing to them. Money is just for the useless feeders to relish over....to Sght and steal and occupy the useless

feeders time , energies and TIME over.......LOL.Money is worthless.....its only for the peons to handle and squabble over .;...they

have control over you and billions more....much the same way you have over and anthill....LOL.. They could wipe out 6 billion in a

few hours....if they had 5G up and running 100%....but its not 100%....will be by 2023 or 2024....than watch they will be dropping

like Tes.....kinda like pouring gas over and anthill...and who is gonna stop ya?  or THEM????  

who ya gonna call?  what is anyone gonna do?  guys with guns? lol.....sorry..ain't gonna stop nothing..bombs?  nope....tanks?

nope..this is a nearly unstoppable war.....they even have 5G operations underwater.....and unless  someone gets rid of all the AI

operations....and the backups like gates and the rest of the Slthy pack of scum......the end is near Read and weep .....

projectcamelotportal.com/2020/08/30/covid-is-caused-by-tesla-tech-dire..  ~ crsreports.congress.gov/.../R46564

 ~ principia-scientiSc.com/media-admits-5g-energy-weapons-use-against-ci..
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sgp.fas.org/.../R46925.pdf
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Kerry Cassidy, always an interesting read.  Thanks.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep Otis.......its coming soon>>>>      stateofthenation.co       creeping back into my cave......nice in here.....a bit of and eecchhoo :)

 and a few bats......and running water...temp is 57F    but its like that year round :).......   Santana sounds nice...:)  >>>  

 https://youtu.be/timZoOs9ozo
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Yes this is great Parent love for their Daughter  after "Da Jab"   ....  stateofthenation.co
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jessica Rose is the best.  Interesting to me are the ongoing Tat, unintelligent presentations by pro vaxxers which are promoted by the

“news”.  Why they never present scientists such as Ms. Rose is appalling.  Follow the money and power and lose your life for their cause.
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jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MAGIC....that's exactly the right name for it! Here's the source of words like pharmacy, pharmacopeia, pharmaceutical, etc. ◄ 5331.

pharmakeia ▶ Strong's Concordance; pharmakeia: the use of medicine, drugs or spells - Original Word: φαρμακεία, ας, ἡ - Part of

Speech: Noun, Feminine - Transliteration: pharmakeia - Phonetic Spelling: (far-mak-i'-ah) - DeSnition: the use of medicine, drugs or spells

- Usage: magic, sorcery, enchantment. HELPS Word-studies - 5331 pharmakeía (from pharmakeuō, "administer drugs") – properly,

drug-related sorcery, like the practice of magical-arts, etc. (A. T. Robertson).
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AridAce
Joined On 7/6/2011 4:26:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many talented doctors and scientists have been sidelined (or worse) that I can only come to the conclusion that covid was set up as

global coup d'état. That required much preparation and a huge investment (combination of blackmail / bribery for instance). The

implication is that action to reverse the still worsening situation might need to be at a similar or higher level (military).
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r\agg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all the pressure to avoid vaccine negativity, wouldn't the VAERS reporting rate entries for the COVID vaccines be much lower than the

historical norms?
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An even better analysis would be comparison of all cause death and myocarditis rates to previous years, especially 2020, when COVID

was already happening and only a very small percentage of people were in clinical trials.  That would give us much better insight into the

net effect of the jabs.
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Moosejaw
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:55:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to see a study of the Covid vaccine spike protein affects on those immediately near the vaccinated. Only my husband has

been vaccinated and now boosted.  The Srst round of vaccines somehow produced chicken pox in both of my 100% unvaccinated (all

vaccines) children. This was very bizarre and our local medical professionals had no answer for it and no knowledge of any other local

cases.    I would also like to see data on overall death rates during the highest period of adult covid vaccines (March -June 2021). I know

of so many friends' older parents who died, suddenly during this period.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go to the VAERS data openvaers.com/covid-data   ( data as of 10 Dec 2021) For the noted adverse effects multiply the numbers by

41 or 31 to get the estimated real numbers
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dm4162
Joined On 3/16/2010 7:28:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I appreciate all of the comments as much as the original article. Thanks to all of you who regularly contribute especially. This was just

sent to me - timely for this subject matter : howbad.info/?fbclid=IwAR0JjG_br_kGvyLvegd06P8Kv_e7RcuscObXI0yn20HDHlpl..
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kenrobar
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:39:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it obvious by now that the pandemic is a designed marketing ploy to enrich the pharma companies--a few million excess deaths are

no problem in that they don't impact the bottom line (legislated liability protection). Anything that interferes with jab sales must  be

suppressed.
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go here: twitter.com/theysayitsrare
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craigcam
Joined On 7/2/2021 6:11:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video shows how the engineered bioweapon virus and the pre-planned response are rooted in American Eugenics practices, which

evolved into the use of nanobiology and retrovirus technology to engineer the human genome for world control and depopulation:

www.youtube.com/watch   Using currently available technology which is partly included in these injections and by upgrading or fortifying

the immune system, eugenics proponents can lethally target either general segments of the population (immune compromised - the

elderly) or speciSc populations by altering the chemistry in batches of the vaccine and based on the genetic characteristics of target

populations. You must understand that this is eugenics in real time, and that the targeted killing of speciSc genotypes is a historical goal

both of the eugenics movement, the wealthy elite and their tools in the military industrial complex.

The Covid injections are "experimental" only in the sense that they provide plausible deniability for purposeful genocide. Bill Gates has

long standing ties to Anthony Fauci and a family history of interest in population control. According to Wikipedia citation Bill Gates Sr.

served on the board of Planned Parenthood, which is the offspring of the American Eugenics Society and he also served as co-chair of

the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Eugenics and de-population is a class interest of the wealthy and powerful. There is some

evidence that Bill Gates Sr was instrumental in the creation of the Georgia guidestones. The engraving on the guidestones seeks a world

population limit of 500 million. The current world population is almost 8 BILLION. : rense.com/.../georgia-guidestones.php   Typical of

elite manipulation, this agenda has 2 faces, the public face ostensibly public health, the hidden face is de-population to manage the

medicare and social security deScits of debt ridden governments & to mandate digital health and identity passes.
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MDS_203
Joined On 1/18/2007 6:36:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm pretty sure if I got the shot, I would become a statistic. Yet no one wants to understand or listen to why I believe that. They just keep

insisting it's the only way I can be "safe"... like them.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This email articile just arrived late yesterday; more PITA Covid complications with China. Judicial Watch; U.S. Diplomats Concerned about

China's 'Anal Swab' COVID Testing  www.judicialwatch.org/anal-swab-us-diplomats
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a friend who was 85 years old and healthy looking, not overweight, I saw him about 3 weeks ago and he told me he was getting his

booster the next day... then I read in the paper that he died from "complications of covid-19". Another friend told me her son lives in New

Zealand and he and his wife cry themselves to sleep every night.... as in NZ, they are still under house arrest, he can Ty back to the USA

but his wife who is NZ cannot... and newborn son cannot without mom, of course.  Parents have hired lawyers.

And someone else told me that he has a 'friend' who hasn't been vaccinated and "he can die for all I care, the world has too many

Republicans". I came home coughing, sneezing and nose runny like a faucet.... so I took Dr Mercola's advice and I nebulized with 3%

hydrogen peroxide watered, salted down... and immediately my symptoms stopped.  Immediately, no kidding!  That was 3 days ago... I

spoke to a guy whose eyes were really watery - I think I got whatever it was - from him.
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM
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020202,  Is it OK if I ask:  what strength of Hydrogen Peroxide did you use?  In other words, what was the "Snal concentration" of

H2O2 as compared to the total amount of Tuids in the nebulizer chamber? Example:  3%  Hydrogen Peroxide (undiluted) is what Dr.

Thomas E. Levy recomms. (way too harsh for me, too irritating & painful); Dr. Joseph Mercola recomms. 0.1%; Dr. David

Brownstein recomms. 0.04%.  Another source, who seems quite knowledgeable, recommends a Snal concentration of 0.75% H2O2

-- after dilution with Saline Solution (4 to 1 mixture of aforementioned Tuids results in this).  

Most practitioners, however, whom I've read about as having endorsing this technology, seem to recommend approx. 0.75%.  I'm

also wondering, in your case, how long did you do the nebulizing treatment for each time (example:  8 minutes - 10 minutes); and

how often did you do it ? -- in order to "nip in the bud" the apparent virus, or bad head cold, that was trying to get a start in you.

Thanks!   ~~note:  I have all the equipment, in order to nebulize H2O2 and saline solution.  However, I feel very unclear about how

strong to make the mixture ... for intention of "knocking out the virus" (conclusively) at the beginning stages of illness.  (I'm

thinking of adding a few drops of Lugol's 2% iodine to the mixture, immediately before nebulizing, also.)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evil, criminality and insanity is simply astounding; as is the obliviousness of the masses! In case you missed any of the episodes, the

replay is here. This is the most important series ever; because humanity is under attack! vrevealed.com/.../replay
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why isnt anyone here talking about the massive reduction in Jab deaths per VAERS. This woman quotes less than 10000 deaths but only

months ago it was nearly 18000.  And those deaths are reported voluntarily by a typical MD quack who has sold his soul to Covidmania.

 What are we missing? www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/SndSeld.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EV..
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We are thinking about it! I got a email from my UK cell phone provider.... it won't work anymore starting March 1st.  They say I need

to update it.... so they can track me???  I Sgure this is the date for New World Order.
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Haven’t you heard? It’s a new thing; the jabs can cause undying. The resurrection has begun ahead of schedule!
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ske5142
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If they stop VAERS it will be a deSnite sign of evil.  Silence always screams loudly that bad things are going on.  Trust is being eroded as

fast as they can.  They are blind and deaf to anything but what propaganda has been pushed. Yes, this is the beginning of mRNA

vaccines.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WooHoo! www.nbcnews.com/health/cancer/mrna-vaccines-frontier-cancer-treatment-..   Two things to look for in the future are of

course other pandemics (HaHa) don't worry we will know when they are here because our governments will tell us all about it. But also

there we will be the Great Change to mRNA Technologies in all of Medicine!
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Good Snd. Every one of those evil entities need to be taken out! Of course; since they have all the power and control - that will

never happen!
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A Pathologist did 40 Autopsies of which he ScientiScally proved at least 13 had died as a result from the Jab. That means the CDC and

FDA are outright lying about actual fatality numbers meant to mislead the masses. Why else won't they debate Science Professionals?
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ONLY way that this stops is when people STAND UP AND STOP IT IN MASS! STOP complying with their bullshit mandates and face

diapers! Go to this website and read the prayer:  www.blessedforservice.org
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peter.azlac
Joined On 4/23/2016 10:27:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

R is not an obscure computer code it is the computer code for the statistical analysis of Big Data such as medical or climate records. It is

simple to use and you do not need to be a programmer such that anyone with an interest in data analysis can use it and users provide a

library of databases etc but you can access most of the large ones available to the Government. For anyone, interested EdEx runs free

courses on its use.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I looked at the VAERS site and compare the Covid "vaccines" to the other vaccines Covid had a 35% total adverse effect report, and the

other vaccines had a 0.6 to a high of 1% .  I would rather not work than get the Covid vaccine.
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davidhuberfr
Joined On 5/4/2021 2:41:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to global Research, they have the PSzer  CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS OF POST-AUTHORIZATION ADVERSE EVENT REPORTS OF

PF-07302048 (BNT162B2) RECEIVED THROUGH 28-FEB-2021 Incredible report if it  is true, it was obtained through  FOIA  and  is quite

revealing.  aside from the obvious bad reactions, their  comment at the end of each analysis of the reaction category was their statement.

"Conclusion: This cumulative case review does not raise new safety issues. Surveillance will continue"   So if it does not raise new safety

concerns, it means that they already knew it was going to happen???   here is a link  to the document  

phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..   reported 1223  deaths in 2.5 months of trials.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jon Rappoport's explanation of the PSzer document:

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/12/07/pSzer-smoking-gun-secret-document-..
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jarhed73
Joined On 4/23/2021 7:07:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where else are deaths reported in this country?  Why would we not have conSrmation of these deaths through other sources?  Don't think

we can/should depend on VAERS alone.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ATTN everybody!! Dr. Gentempo's "Covid revealed" series Replay is available TODAY, 19 December, 2021 for 18 MORE HOURS

vrevealed.com/.../replay  timestamp 1:21:00 Rose mentions the 12 y.o. girl, Maddie ___,  on  a feeding tube from the drug trial...Dr.

Gentempo interviewed her and her Mom in this series
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sandhill1
Joined On 12/5/2012 3:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Erik Erikson said we go through phases of development in life. I'm not sure about cats. The main part of adult life - the "generative" phase

it is normal to need to be in control. At that stage it may be hard to envisage the later stage in which control may not be so important. So I

like to warn about making end of life decisions at an earlier stage of life resulting in missing of the wisdom stage of life. But I do not

know the function of the brain/cognitive skills in this process. I fear that the current jabs  may somewhat atrophy the brain/cognitive

skills. Taking data from Our World in Data website. Then knowing UK child covid vaccination began about 20 Sep. Germany likely start

2022. Your scrutiny, please of the chart  for children in UK, showing a spike some time after their vaccination started. Germany fairly

level. This is not about covid deaths or any particular cause.. Total mortality showing where greater than expected.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Information is starting to leak out about stillbirths in vaccinated women.  

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/28x-increase-in-stillbirths-in-multiple   Interestingly, Dr. Pott’s said “we are quite conSdent that these

statistics are erroneous …”.  If I was outing a lie, I’d say “I’m completely sure”, “I’ve seen it with my own eyes”, “the maternity ward is full of

healthy babies”.  Instead, he makes it sound like he’s not able to verify where it is true or not, which I interpret in the words “quite

conSdent” and “with the statistics that we’ve been able to pull out”.  Is he unable to actually look in the maternity ward and see for

himself? Also of concern, the article states “Tracing and tracking are trying to Sgure out when certain bits of misinformation take hold”.

kitchener.ctvnews.ca/these-statistics-are-erroneous-local-hospitals-de..
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katzpaw
Joined On 10/21/2009 2:17:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, do  you think that there is a correlation with the males being affected to reduce our population of males so that there will be

less men to protect our nation, and they think they can take over our country more easily if this is the case? I was speaking to a health

food store owner in Arizona and he pointed this out to me, before I saw this video and your mention of the myocarditis  in males of

different ages!  Dr. Mercola, they are trying to destroy our strength in every area so that we won't have any power of our own and become

dependent on them or their system of bondage. They don't want us to think or speak for ourselves, they don't want us to have any

liberties, any power of any kindm, whether monetary or liberty to go where we want when we want.  It's sickening to see the attempts to

annihilate the populations of the world, so they will have less to 'manage'.

Sickening and heartbreaking to see those who are suffering and dying and they are trying to cover it all up. I was told that the jab contains

all kinds of illness, viruses and anything that will weaken the immune system or cause the immune system to attack the body.  This is all

done by the frankenstein fauci who created the AIDS virus, the Herpes virus, the Ebola virus and who knows what all else, maybe polio? I

think that was before his time, but it's not impossible...he's old enough to have done that one too, to 'experiment'to see the 'reactions' of

his concoctions. He is controlling Biden and was introduced to the public through the traitor Pence.   This is a conspiracy beyond

conspiracies.  Only God can intervene now. Thank you for your reports and God bless you and Ms. Rose.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Katzpaw - I think it comes back to demanding vaccinations in those who have already had covid and those who are naturally

immune to it.  Not to mention those zillions of people who had it and it was no worse than the Tu.  And then, I'm even more

surprised at how many people I've talked to who aren't vaccinated and haven't managed to catch it.  How many people do we know

who have been exposed and didn't catch it?  

But 1.3M of our military being mandated to take it regardless of natural antibodies, religious beliefs, natural immunity?  Since

when do we use our military to experiment on?  Ugh, don't answer that.  I felt strongly they were weakening our military by

demanding this shot after watching Dr. Merritt (Naval surgeon)... she had some really interesting things to say.

In regards to polio - after my daughter's reaction, I decided to study the one childhood disease that scared the bejeezers out of me

- and that was polio.  When I got to studying the history of polio, I found out that 90% of the people who tested positive for polio,

didn't even know they had it.  In fact, it presents like a cold.   So what about the 10% ... sugar was deSnitely a factor.  (DPT:Shot in

the Dark) ... another mass vax program.  Is it a coincidence we have more cancer than ever?  With everything combined, I think not.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lovestosing6 - I'm unvaxxed. I went to a convention (Las Vegas) early last month and ended up with Covid. I didn't realize that's

what it was at the time. We stayed an extra week an hour from Vegas, and that Sunday, I had a sore throat. Monday, it hurt so much

I thought I might have strep. Tuesday, it was gone, but I started to gradually feel worn out. I still did sightseeing every day (couldn't

miss it), but could only walk a mile before I got tired out. Had lunch and a bit later walked another mile. Compared to being able to

walk 5-6 without being worn out. I also had a mild cough (maybe once an hour, except the one time a day when it produced

mucous).

When I got home, I was exhausted for a week. Slept 12 hours a day (10 night & 2 nap). It took two weeks to recover my stamina.

Since I had no other symptoms, it took until the end before I realized it had been Covid. So, despite it lasting two weeks, I'd

consider it a mild case. My daughter-in-law is vaxxed and had Covid. She was miserable, even though she got the monoclonal

antibodies four days after being diagnosed. Her wracking cough could wake the dead. She had all the 'normal' symptoms, but she

has diabetes and is morbidly obese.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katzpaw - this video interview with a former FEMA otcial, reveals much of what is in these injections.  I haven't quite Snished it,

but what I have seen, is shocking.  Her name is Celeste Solum, as interviewed by David Icke.www.bitchute.com/.../lkkVCbcIoK7U
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not mention here regarding T cells, but there are studies that show that Tcells are targeted by Spike protein because they have cd147

receptors which is the other receptor targeted by covid Spike proteins besides the Ace 2 receptor. There also are lung progenitor cells and

red blood cells that have cd147 receptors and are preferred targets of Spike protein binding. Here is a study on the lung tissue attraction

from viral Spike proteins where the cd147 receptor is The Binding Target. Notice the protection from the spike binding in this study

comes from Azythromycin, which was the other element of the hydro-chloroquine protocol besides HCL and zinc.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7167302  

From other studies I have found that the cd147 receptor is actually the preferred receptor for the spike protein to bind to. Thus you can

see how Covid  is dangerous in that it is attacking not just the lungs preferentially, but also your red blood cells, and your T-cells. And in

the red blood cell attack the danger is not just from loss of your blood's ability to carry oxygen to the starving lungs, but it is also because

when a red blood cell is cleaved, the iron in the hemoglobin escapes into the plasma and is an oxidizing agent. Vitamin C is needed to

bring this free iron load under control.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you mean HCQ plus zinc, yes? - (am rushing out the door.)
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hydroxychloroquine is HCQ.
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sandhill1
Joined On 12/5/2012 3:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peter Canaday spoke to Libby Hooton of Voices for Freedom New Zealand this evening. Hopefully the interview may appear linked

through the web page to Odysee. He mentioned the UK batches. dailyexpose.uk/lotpSzer
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Kels911
Joined On 12/19/2021 2:46:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I work in an Emergency Communication Center where the center is responsible for sending EMS. A category search was completed for

“Stroke” calls since the jabs started in 2021. A HUGE spike in stroke related symptoms starting in August and continuing till this date.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow!  Thank you!  EMS means Emergency Medical Service in my dictionary.
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FlowerGirl1111
Joined On 8/10/2020 2:42:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So who are the masterminds behind this global genocide event that we’re experiencing , that is happening right before our eyes???? It’s

not Bill Gates or Dr Fauci, etc. etc.  There is a secret group or groups orchestrating this “pandemic”. These “ people” are hidden from the

public eyes and are calling all the shots. And in my opinion, the leaders of every country FEAR those hidden controllers! This fact can no

longer be called a conspiracy theory! That term is always used when the truth of any situation, is being censored and being concealed.

And is it even possible for any of us to stop this evil madness, by reporting adverse reactions ?? I Highly Doubt it! These secret controllers

are planning to exterminate the entire human race. They may not even be human. ( there I said it!)
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don’t place those 2 in the group? Yes there is a group, it was mention by a Senate/Congressional rep way back in the early

early ‘70’s who ‘dummied’ on his way into WH for one if its meetings, when in front of a camera and mike. He revealed its name

“The Fat Cat Society”. They even had a name! Reminds me of street gang’s,  Bloods etc
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FlowerGirl1111 In order to Sght this we need to understand who the enemy is and how they operate.  In every world war, it was

always the Freemasons who were the ones fomenting chaos, but they have whitewashed the history books to tell a different tale.

 They are present in Governments, Corporations and religions, but are hidden.  They worship Satan as the architect of the universe.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FlowerGirl1111               and keep saying it to those who will listen.        

swisscows.com/video/watch?query=alex%20collier&id=A5597621BBE298DE..
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 4 most expensive restaurants in my town closed prior to any talk of virus or closures  - Dec. 2019... they are still closed.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to David Martin, former HHS Secty Alex Azar is a key player.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Flower Girl, as far as I can tell Jacob Rothschild is one of the top puppeteers if not the top one.  Here is one of his responses.  "You

are very good at putting your Snger on the problem but as you see, this Covid ordeal is a red hot one nurtured by many Tames

which are global and include the control and regulation of Snances, resources, production, consumption, pollution and

overpopulation.

We control the major Snances of the world but also your governments, the major media networks, most jobs on the planet, and

even the money in your bank accounts. These are the facts which you cannot change. People generally like to pretend and

generally will believe anything they see most other people believing in or else they simply do what they are led to do by the media

and what we want. WORLD MANAGEMENT REQUIRES A MATERIAL LEVELLING AND DEPOPULATION.

We see a future world without enough to go around, and therefore we must learn Srst to control it and then to share what is there

as we deem most advantageous to those whom we choose. That is what power is for. Why have all of the governments under the

control of our power structure suppressed the use of the cheap drugs which so effectively cure the virus symptoms, just to make

way for the useless and dangerous vaccines? The idea of “equality” is most central and fundamental to our Agendas and New

World Order that when we say that “everyone must be vaccinated” then you see we not only mean it, but what you don’t see is that

the “equality” is the very essence of what the entire exercise is all about.

The word “everyone” is the key. It is the magic word. Everyone must do the same. In all communist nations we have fostered, it is

customary that for “equality” for the desired and planned “levelling” in this new order, in order for people to have the same in their

needs and wants, everyone has to be psychologically trained to obey the same commands." Continued below.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Continued. "In our prodigy nation of modern China, the people had to be cleansed of many of their differences and even such a

small thing as everyone having to wear the same uniforms was crucial to instill cultural and material equality, or “sameness”. Of

course the masks are totally useless for the virus unless you have a Tu or cold and you sneezed or coughed without a

handkerchief. However, it is the obedience and conformity to our top-down commands which is crucial, that “everyone” wear one

subject to government mandate or command. It is like a uniform to make everyone “uniform”. It is about instilling a sense of unity,

conformity, obedience, and most of all “equality”.

The universal vaccine programs not only open the door for behavior control through gene modiScation and enhancement, but more

importantly for the present operation – psychological behaviour control with the vaccines is even more fundamental. Regardless

of whether or not the vaccines are unnecessary and useless regarding the virus, or even harmful for many, they are the most

uniform and concerted psychological weapon ever devised to control human behaviour. For the New World Order we needed a

much deeper and lasting compliance.

When the overwhelming majority of the people yield in allowing you to inject into them, a substance which any free and thinking

person would reject and object to, not even knowing what the substances are, but trusting their governments and our media

networks, then that is most certainly the most important victory our structure could every hope for.  If people will allow such

vaccines to invade their own bodies and their children’s in order to comply and to be the same or “equal” to “everyone” else they

most certainly will not object to or oppose their wealth, use of resources and life styles being equalized as well."
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, the secret controllers probably consider themselves as better than the vast majority of humanity.
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carolann1019
Joined On 10/8/2010 9:43:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Global genocide ! I believe they are releasing variants too. I put nothing past these murderers!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the MRNA INJECTION is the source of the variants
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't you Snd it strange 90% of ER patients are Vaxd?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Invariably and indubitably, Stan!
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Big\etch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is the nature of viruses to mutate..a bit like us really lol. It is not in their interest to kill the host, so the mutation is generally

milder, but more transmissable., where the host also increases natural immunity. Thisnis how we evolve biologically..by

overcoming natural obstacles.This applies psychologically also ! Of course, normal vaccines accelarate the natural immune

system but the mRNA interferes with that adaptive process.Some argue that the survival of the Sttest is disrupted with any

vaccine...the basis (albeit followed dogmatically) behing religious objections.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When facts or people inconvenient for Big Brother and the Party in "1984", they simply disappeared and the term was "vaporized". That is

what is going on here with data that indicates the proSle of a bioweapon and not of a medical intervention.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First of all, where Remdesivir is concerned, not only is it a dangerous & useless drug, but its application is altogether faulty.  It is being

given intravenously to hospitalized covid patients.  At that point in the infectious process, an anti-viral is both baseless & useless.  Viral

replication takes place with the Srst 5-7 days, which is when a medication like HCQ needs to be given & why it works.  HCQ, as many now

know, has several mechanisms of action.  As a zinc ionophore, it shuttles zinc into the lung cells, further inhibiting viral replication.  It

also has anti-inTammatory properties, which is why it is so widely prescribed for conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis.  It also raises

the ph of the endosome, making it more alkaline & more ditcult for the virus to replicate.  It also has anti-viral properties of its own.  The

only thing remdesivir will do at that stage, is damage the kidneys, causing Tuid to build-up in the lungs, causing a condition called

pulmonary edema.  Once that occurs, it will be intractable, and responsible for many deaths.
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norecovery
Joined On 8/31/2021 11:36:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not meaning to gloat, but Senator Elizabeth Warren has announced she tested positive for Covid-19, which she believes is a mild

"breakthrough case" of Omicron, but of course she couldn't imagine the Jab might have caused it.

abc7.com/elizabeth-warren-breakthrough-covid-case-19-omicron-variant/1..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Illeagal immigration is causing Covid concerns. Thank you Pres. Biden. :-(   fullmeasure.news/.../border-charity   In the meanwhile, TX

Gov Gregg Abbott is building his own border wall. www.thecentersquare.com/texas/abbott-debuts-texas-border-wall-construc..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grulla, I have heard the immigrants are not getting the jab because they could sue if they have adverse reactions.  I don't recall the

exact legal reasons why but I am sure it is written in the small print in some contract.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Context: The JFK murder - November 22, 1963.   Shots Sred at 12:30 pm (Central Time) 12:40 pm – CBS News breaks into “As the World

Turns.”  Walter Cronkite (most trusted Man in America) makes the announcement: “Here is a bulletin from CBS News. In Dallas Texas,

three shots were Sred at President Kennedy's motorcade in downtown Dallas.  The Srst reports say that President Kennedy has been

seriously wounded by this shooting." How would CBS News have vetted this information and developed the press release in ten minutes?

 Who was the source?  Was it collaborated?  Were simultaneous shots, suppressed weapons & subsonic rounds, vehicle backSres, echos,

or diversionary squibs considered?  Who wanted the narrative to deSnitively state “three shots.” Why not:  “In Dallas Texas, multiple shots

were Sred …..?”    Why not state the truth?    IMHO - CBS News gaslight the entire nation.   The “Pseudo-Reality of the Bamboozle" is

perpetuated by their; gaslighting, narrative, gatekeepers, and algorithm.    Question everything!!!
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davidhuberfr
Joined On 5/4/2021 2:41:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a copy of the survey that was conSscated by the Warren Commission. It is  collated with the zapruder Slm frame by frame. If

any one wants  to see it I would be happy to forward the documents.   The investigator was my uncle.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Especially George Bush senior who was photographed in Dallas on the day of the Kennedy hit and was obviously involved. Maybe

we could do a ceremony to conjure him up and ask him about that. Though he'd probably continue the gaslighting...
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many? Looks like the time has come to help obtain the numbers desired. There is now legislation in NY, which I thought was in the

US of A, to be voted on 1/5/22 to force vaccinate the unvaccinated! It is now time to roll up the sleeves and expose the arm’s. And, look at

the banana brain in charge if this state!! thenationalpulse.com/news/new-york-legislation-provides-for-indeSnite..  There is also a link to

read the Bill in it’s entirety.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/19/2021 6:08:25 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my gosh!  This link is terrifying... this is not good.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/19/2021 6:22:25 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

`tmaam
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow and what a coincidence the FCC wants to activate 5g that same day. And if you don't think 5g has a thing to do with

Covid...well the truth is coming out. nexusnewsfeed.com/article/health-healing/study-Snds-5g-a-signiScant-..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/19/2021 8:26:09 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes - this is extremely disturbing - if you live in New York contact your representatives and demand the bill be quashed. Here is

actual bill: www.nysenate.gov/.../a416
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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Everyone needs to understand the power given by Congress under 42 USC Part 70 to the CDC (a for proSt corporation) through the

Sec'y of HHS. This power is exorbitant and we the people must be wary of it being used against us by our own government. Here is

the link to 42 USC Chapter 1 (www.ecfr.gov/.../chapter-I ) **Get educated about Part 70 - Interstate Quarantine

(ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bdc5f4e1e3307d76ebc660a2ffc91540&mc=t.. ) Also go to the CDC's regulation page and get

educated on the "CDC open rules for comment" - especially under the link "Control of Communicable Diseases".

(www.cdc.gov/.../index.html )

It's really important that everyone understand how the government agencies advise the people of proposed rule (law) changes

through the Federal Register.  www.archives.gov/.../tutorial  ~  www.federalregister.gov/.../fr_101.pdf

 (www.federalregister.gov/agencies/centers-for-disease-control-and-preve.. ) The Federal Register gives us a time frame in which

to comment in writing or orally to the agency on the proposed rule change. Here is a link to the CDC page from the Federal Register

showing current "SigniScant Documents" and "Recently Published Documents". Under the Recently list - you will Snd notiScations

of CDC Advisory Committee Meetings. Your can click on the document to get the details.

(example:www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/12/17/2021-27506/advisory-commi.. )
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM
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They can vote for anything they like but THEY'LL NEVER FORCE VACCINATE ANYONE IN THIS COUNTRY. And if they do that's when

you'll hear another "shot heard round the world" will be my prediction...
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM
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Pressley joins a long list of lawmakers who have recently tested positive for COVID as the omicron variant of the virus spreads across the

country. Democrats Rep. Barbara Lee, Rep. Antonio Delgado, Rep. James E. Clyburn, Rep. Jan Schakowsky, Sen. Chris Coons, Rep. Kaiali’i

Kahele, Rep. Bobby L. Rush, Rep. Doris Matsui, Rep. Bill Pascrell Jr. all tested positive for the coronavirus since Dec. 21. Republican New

York Rep. Nicole Malliotakis tested positive on Dec. 20, while other lawmakers of both parties tested positive in the days before.

www.boston.com/news/local-news/2022/01/01/u-s-rep-ayanna-pressley-test..  YES it seems that the JAB is really working! More is

Better.. Israel is on number 4 already..
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MaxDuncan
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From Dr David Martin (Attorney General Document) attach to your letter to your AG www.fullyliveacademy.com/attorneygeneraldocument

  From the National Association of Attorneys General: www.naag.org/.../powers-and-duties  ~

www.naag.org/news-resources/research-data/who-are-americas-attorneys-g..   Look up your state attorney general's responsibilities so

you know what they are. Use that information as a basis for your request. Basically it should say that his/her job is to defend the state

and it duly enacted laws and to secure justice for the public in their state by investigating and prosecuting criminal activities.

Suggest your cover letter state you understand that, as an elected otcial of your state, your attorney general has the authority to

represent, defend and enforce the legal interests of the state and the public.(Note if your AG is appointed rather than elected, you would

have to address this differently in your cover letter - probably advise or copy whoever the appointing authority is.) Therefore, on behalf of

the public, in the state of XXX, you are requesting he/she take immediate action to investigate, prosecute, and indict the individuals,

government agencies, and corporations identiSed as Defendant in the attached "Proposed Indictment".

Also add you believe the details given for each proposed Indictment Count (there are 8 counts proposed in the document) provides clear

evidence supporting your request or words to that effect. Attach the document as supporting evidence to your cover letter and mail to

your attorney general via USPS certiSed mail with return receipt. If you want to make sure the AG gets it personally rather than some

otce clerk - you can send it CertiSed Mail Restricted Delivery. Here's info on sending certiSed mail:

www.uspsmails.com/usps-certiSed-mail
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Luc2163
Joined On 5/15/2019 10:41:30 AM
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My sister currently has been diagnosed with Glaucoma. She is 59 and never had any problems before. Could this be caused from her 3

PSzer vaccinations?
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Off topic from this post but wondering if anyone has the hydrogen peroxide recipe to share.  Thank you
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Dr. Brownstein is your guy.  I hope Dr. Mercola and Dr. Brownstein are still on video talking about it... maybe use DDG or something

other than google - Bitchute will be your best resource if you type in Dr. Brownstein - AHHA.. I see all of them - there's a row of

them, I don't have time to look in each one and see where the recipe part is - but it will be there :)
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

depending on H2O2 concentration, this will be for 3%, 12% & 36% in that order 1/4 tsp H2O2 for whatever you start with, then add

normal saline to your start % of 7&1/4 tsp, 5oz, 15oz to obtain .1% solution. Normal saline is 1&1/2 cups distilled water to 3/4 tsp

salt is the mixture have been using. If I recall, don’t use iodized salt.
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deeprootsathome.com/dr-mercola-nebulized-peroxide-the-single-most-effe..  ~~

 www.spiritofchange.org/nebulized-peroxide-a-simple-remedy-for-covid-19..
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I had symptoms 3 days ago, severe cough, sneezing, nose running.... I had never tried the nebulizer but I watched a doctor on a

video that morning, he said to use 3% hydrogen perioxide, don't use the mask type of nebulizer, hand held travel size is great.  He

said just add a couple drops of tap water (not distilled!!!!) and a tiny pinch of salt.... hold the nebulizer at your mouth... I put it as

close as I could without coughing and I did it for a few minutes.  My symptoms were gone immediately.   Dr Mercola gave us a

recipe for 1% hydrogen peroxide, while this doctor said using hand held nebulizer and higher concentration works great, your body

will react and cough if it's too strong for you... and you can move it away from you.  Bottom line:  It worked !!!  and don't be afraid of

it.  Oh and the video doctor said using grocery store hydrogen peroxide is Sne, doesn't need to be food grade.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM
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Use your favorite search engine to look for "Nebulized Hydrogen Peroxide Mercola" without the quotation marks and it should and

will come right up...
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endicott111
Joined On 10/18/2021 10:50:17 AM
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In case people are wondering why The hospitals are harming people. In black and white!

fredbrownbill.wordpress.com/2021/12/16/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hosp..
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Thank you for this!  ****There are deaths from the government-directed COVID treatments. For remdesivir, studies show that

71–75 percent of patients suffer an adverse effect, and the drug often had to be stopped after Sve to ten days because of these

effects, such as kidney and liver damage, and death. Remdesivir trials during the 2018 West African Ebola outbreak had to be

discontinued because death rate exceeded 50%. Yet, in 2020, Anthony Fauci directed that remdesivir was to be the drug hospitals

use to treat COVID-19, even when the COVID clinical trials of remdesivir showed similar adverse effects.  ***this really stuck out to

me!   This really is war! And how can they ignore the ventilator statistics and NOT USE NEBULIZERS instead?  Oh my gosh - it's

murder.  In our faces!
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Here's one helluva interview with US Physician, Virologist and Bio-weapon Expert, Dr. Steven HatSll: cspoa.org/bio-weapon-or-immunity
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Thanks, working my way through this one.
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Slightly off topic , but equally absurd, my nephew, double gold medal Olympic champ for swimming, Tom Dean, is in Abu Dahbi for the

short coarse world championships. Late 2020 he had a mild covid, early 2021 had a more severe version, recovered and had all the

"vaccines" required to attend at Tokyo. His room mate was just  tested positive, so he is now in isolation for ten days and will not be able

to compete. My point is, as many here are now realising, this has nothing to do with viruses, and everything to do with restructuring the

whole of society. World leaders comply because they are frightened of the consequences if they dont...9 11 being the basis.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am making my own observations. I trust what I see over what I am told to believe. I have known only one totally unvaxed

individual who got sick and she was a doctor with comorbidities who was seeing many patients daily. Every other death or adverse

reaction I am aware of has involved a vaxed person. I cannot help but be suspicious that it is the vaxine doing the harm. 5 deaths,

so far. More anticipated? One neighbor is experiencing severe immune system problems... he must isolate and not be exposed to

other people for at least 2 years--it will take doctors that long to track his progress and see whether he can recover at all.

(Presently, he shops late at night when 24/7 stores are empty.)

That reminds me... we should offer to do his grocery shopping. We dropped off Christmas gifts last week and observed a strange

coincidence--4 of our friends were complaining of leg problems... numbness, inability to walk and shaking/trembling. They had all

recently received their boosters. I should not know of so many people dying shortly and observing so many adverse effects, after

being vaxed, if the jab is as safe, as is being claimed.

My common sense tells me that if you have a history of cancer, AIDS or shingles, you would not want to reactivate these. Your goal

should be to restore harmony to your immune system, not keep altering it. I pray that we can resist these mandates in the US and

reverse what has already occurred. Likely other nations would follow suit. All of us would beneSt from a bit more time to batten

down the hatches in preparation for long term challenges. We are never as wholly prepared as we would like to be. The more we

learn about events, the more we realize there is always still more we can do. One positive sign is that Americans are rapidly losing

conSdence in supporting Biden's covid agenda and mandates. Support has now fallen to 53%, down from 60-some percent last

April.  Even half of Americans is still much too high to be drinking the kool-aid.
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Fletch - I don't think the politicians are frightened as you put it -  the problem with the political class is their inherent corruption -

the highest bidder is the "bidding" that has the most appeal - politics has always been a "dirty business" but in Covid Times politics

has become exponentially dirtier - the crass venality of the grasping hand of the politician is an age old problem that has become

hugely expanded as the BRIBERY has become technologized - politicians are not frightened but like hippos they wallow in the mud

of corruption
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Fletch - that is so very disappointing!  Speaks to how well the "vax" works, eh?  Why even get the damn thing?    

Amen Almond!  Oh my gosh - I hope I hope!  But what you're seeing - that's what we're seeing with the legs.  I was going to pose

that question for the group because someone was asking if it was a possible side effect.   I'm seeing more and more people say no

to the booster.  It still boggles my mind that someone would jump in for a booster without knowing a thing about how their body is

working after TWO jabs.  

When I had the science behind it spewed at me, it curdles my blood to think of the reality of the situation - the jump in immune

protection followed by the collapse and, taking with it, a collapse in their white blood cell count.  Every vaccinated person would do

themselves very well to get an AIDS panel run, it's much more thorough and will speak volumes.  Right now I've noticed a lot of

people seeming to drink a lot lot more and all the time.  Makes me wonder if it's the discomfort from inTammation in their bodies.

 My PT was talking about such matters.  She's another one who sees people all day long every day and has plenty to say!  Such a

strange time.
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Hi Stan, This is NWO in full Tight and they know blackmail and extortion are far more powerful than greed. Started with Kennedy

assassination's, attack on the Pentagon to frighten the governments and the towers to frighten the people. Seeing the big picture

requires the same holistic view as for health matters.
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They must be frightened because 911 aside, they have taken the lolita express ride before they became leaders, isn't that what

Ghislaine said? I know the last two leaders of this tiny nation visited Washington months before they were elected, I always

wondered why.
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“World leaders comply because they are frightened of the consequences if they don’t”. I hope you are right, BigTetch.  There is no

reason why our elected politicians should not experience the same level of fear as the rest of us - perhaps even more so, as in

Nuremberg 1, the excuse “I was only following orders” was not accepted. However, there is little evidence of fear being a factor

amongst the criminal Westminster gang in the UK.  Quite the opposite in fact - as the “fall guy” - supposed adviser to the Prime

Minister was forced to resign following the recording of her unsuppressed mirth at Downing Street partying antics and the lack of

“social distancing” nonsense at these events. This recording went viral (sorry, bad pun).  Meanwhile members of the public in

mourning staged a party of their own outside 10 Downing Street to remember the lives of their loved ones lost to Boris’s vax

mandates. https://youtu.be/eOSpKymVbDY
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Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM
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lovestosing, No amount of proof will make the slightest difference to the easily manipulated. Did you know a Mars a day helps you

work rest and play and with Coca-Cola you can " teach the world to sing"...All part of the same obstacle course. There were two

components to 9 11. One was to warn the world leaders, and the other was to test how vulnerable the population was when faced

with obvious proof contradicting the otcial story. Ive brought this point up a number of times here, with virtually no response, and

that is, nearly 3/4 of a kilometer of towers consisting of millions of tons of building structure, left a residual pile of a few meters of

rubble and dust.

Very few even bothered to question what was in front of their eyes. I knew there and then, the next stage could be rolled out and

hardly anyone would question. milhail... Sure, one of the weapons of manipulators is based on peoples shame and body guilt;

unique to our species. J Edgar Hoover was a perfect example. Of course, most never bother to wonder why we are so vulnerable in

that area also....without wanting to upset our Biblical oriented people here, it started with the Sg leaf, that together with the search

for knowledge being the " fall of man".  The weapons used on 9 11 demonstrated to the world governments "obey or else". Katy69.

All part of the NWO agenda
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BigTetch, I've noticed that you have brought up the point many times before. I have read so many pages of information about 911

over the years, I can still read some more if you have something to suggest.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM
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Many people I know who drank the Srst two shots of Kool-Aid heartily are now showing signs of procrastination when it comes to

the Booster! Their vaccine enthusiasm is waning a little bit, you can see it in their eyes. I would think that they would be dying to go

get their third (or fourth) Jab! The hilarious part is that those who were preening about how righteous they were to go out and get

the Vaxx in the Srst place are now in our ranks again!
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mihail, There are many absurdities, but the key one, as I said, was to test the level of cognitive dissonance amongst the general

public, where very few even questioned the fact that they disintigrated, and to frighten world leaders into following orders. You

wont read about this....it is actually an "internal" investigation...as I often say "it is a consciousness thing". The late Paul Hellier ,

retired Canadian minister was tuned in.
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Yes, everything Almond just said. I know of a lot of people vaxxed and unvaxxed that got covid-19. The only 3 deaths as a result

and all 3 were fully vaxxed. What's worse is neither the vaccine or covid-19 killed them. They all died within 48 hours of going to

the ER and being put on a respirator. AKA: Remdesivir was the cause of death! This is genocide!
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Lovetosing, Not the towers, the Pentagon the most secured building. The towers were the best public demonstration, to get fear

based compliance regarding the cessation of the US Constitution being one example. The Pentagon was for the worlds leaders.

Dozens of security cameras everywhere, including satelite. Not one exposed to the public. Reason, it , like all other issues, was a

test of the depth of the limited mentality out there. If you are going to attack the enemy, best to know what you are up against. Im

well aware of the limited general public awareness (30% adult diabetes is as good a proof as you can get), but even I was

astounded at the level around 9 11.

That is when I knew the next stage was going to be unleashed..the delay was to get the tech economic controls in place...now it is.

Notice how UFOs are now getting attention from the authorities? Watch this " space" ...hehehe...all part of the same agenda. There

are arguments for this agenda, at least from the manipulators pov., such as the fact that the Srst world population is poisoning

itself with excess ( eg, diabetes again), when there are still millions dying in the third world from scarcity, on an abundent planet.

Their argument being " they cant solve these from free will ".
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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https://www.ae911truth.org            (architects and engineers for 911 truth.org).  Amazon permanently blocked me from writing

reviews or asking questions of other buyers, after I chose        https://www.ae911truth.org            as my charity of choice.  Amazon

had previously blocked me after I chose the National Vaccine Information Center, but someone in India reinstated me after many

appeals.  Now they let me buy, but they're afraid of what I might write, not because of anything I ever wrote in a review.
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Ringer2.. Thanks for the ref. The only one who reported what actually happened to the towers was Dr Judy Wood with  her vid and

book "Where Did The Towers Go" She showed video of cars close to the site, where their engine blocks has also disappeared and

steel components "atomizing". Scalar weapons design technology were in the basket of goodies that the CIA stole from Nikola

Tesla...still deemed Top Secret.  only conclusion I came to at the time was cognitive dissonance has no intellectual boundaries.

easier than concluding all the engineers were "got at", but after what has happened to the medical profession and world leaders, it

is clear that " fear is the key" and there are many ways with modern tech. to invoke such fears. Just look at how large organizations

are sacking people against the US laws...and of course other organizations follow suit. I wrote of my nephew to many sources re

his swimming exclusion. Not one response.
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Do you know about the dangers of graphene oxide?  doctor
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Joined On 1/17/2021 10:16:07 PM
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another great article reposted at notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles
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